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Constitutional lawWhether section 5a of Dairy Industry Act RJS.C

1927 45 is ultra vires of ParliamentConstitutional validity

Criminal lawTrade and CommerceAgriculture-Property and Civil

RightsImportationB.N.A Act as 91 92 95

Subsection of Section of the Dairy Industry Act provides that no

person shall manufacture import into Canada or offer sell or have

in his possession for sale any oleomargarine margarine hutterine

or other substitute for butter manufactured wholly or in part from

any fat other than that of milk or cream

The Governor-in-Council referred to this Court under section 55 of the

Supreme Court Act the following question Is section 5a of the

Dairy Industry Act R.S.C 1927 45 ultra vires of the Parlia.mant

of Canada in whole or in part and if so in what particular or

particulars and to what extent

Held that the prohibition of importation of the goods mentioned in the

section is intra vires of Parliament as legislation in relation to foreign

trade Locke finds the whole section to be ultra vires while express

ing no opinion as to the power of Parliament to ban importation by

appropriate legislation the prohibiti.on of importation being merely

ancillary to the other prohibitions

Held The Chief Justice and Kerwin dissenting that the prohibition

of manufactue offer sale or possession for sale of the goods mentioned

is ultra vires of Parliament It is legislation in relation to property

PRESENT Rinfret C..J and Kerwin Taschereau Rand Kellock Estey
and Locke JJ
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1948 and civil rights which cannot be supported under any head of section

91 Nor can it be supported as legislation for the peace order and
REFERENCE
AS TO TIlE good government of Canada

VALIDITY OF

SEcTION 5a Per The Chief Justice dissenting The Dairy Industry Act is within the

OF THE DAIRY domain of the Dominion as law in relation to agriculture and this

INDUSTRY
cannot be discarded on the ground that the products here in question

are articles of trade or commodities which are not directly the product

of agriculture Eastern Terminal Elevators not applicable There

fore the insertion of section 5a being an insertion in the Dairy

Industry Act is nothing more than the direct exercise of Parliaments

jurisdiction over agricultural matters or at least necessarily incidental

and necessary for the effective control of agricultural matters in respect

of milk and its by-products and the mere contention that they are

not natural products but rather manufactured articles is not sufficient

to remove them from the domain of the federal government in .respect

of agriculture

The legislation deals with trade and commerce and is not limited to the

regulation of one particular trade or of one particular commodity nor

to one or more than one province it is an Act embracing the whole

Dominion Furthermore the so-called prohibition in section 5a
when read in cciii unction with the whole Act is not prohibition at

all but regulation of trade and commerce for in regulating one

may prohibit things which are not in accordance with those regulations

It would seem to me that the nianufacture import or sale of these goods
if thought injurious to the manufacture and sale of butter which

concerns such large and important section of Canada can hardly

be said not to be of national concern

Per The Chief Justice and Kerwin dissenting There is no ground

on which it may be held that the legislation here in question on its

true construction is not what it professes to be that is an enactment

creating criminal offence in exercise of the powers vested in Parlia

meat by head 27 of section 91 Proprietary Trade Articles case

Reciprocal Insurers case AC 328 King Eastern Terminal

Elevators S.C.R 457 Lower Mainland Dairy case A.C
168 Natural Products Reference S.C.R 410 Canada Temper
ance Federation case AC 193 and Proprietary Trade Articles

case A.C 310 referred to

REFERENCE by His Excellency the Governor General

in Council P.C 3365 dated July 27 1948 to the Supreme

Court of Canada in the exercise of the powers conferred by

section 55 of the Supreme Court Act R.S.C 1927 35
of the following question Is section 5a of the Dairy

Industry Act R.S.C 1927 45 ultra vires of the Parlia

ment of Canada in whole or in part and if so in what

particular or particulars and to what extent
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The Order in Council referring this question to the Court 1948

is as follows REFERENCE

WHEREAS there has been laid before His Excellency Vi
the Governor General in Council report of the Acting

Minister of Justice as follows INDUSTRY

ACT
On June 10 1948 the Senate agreed to the follow-

ing motion

That in the opinion of this House the Government

should immediately after prorogation of the present

session of Parliament refer to the Supreme Court

of Canada for the opinion of that Court the question

of the constitutional validity of that part of the

Dairy Industry Act Chapter 45 of the Revised Statutes

of Canada 1927 which prohibits the manufacture or

sale or having in possession for sale or offering for

sale oleomargarine margarine butterine or other

substitute for butter manufactured wholly or in part

from any fat other than that of milk or cream

The undersigned further reports that according to

information furnished by the Department of Agriculture

the history of margarine or oleomargarine dates back to

about the year 1867 when the original formula for its

manufacture was worked out by French chemist While

the terms margarine and oleomargarine are commonly used

interdhangeably there is distinction between these prod

ucts in this respect that margarine is straight vegetable

oil compound while oleomargarine contains in addition an

animal fat usually beef fat The principal vegetable oils

used are coconut cotton-seed peanut soya bean and sun
flower seed None of these vegetables is produced in

Canada in any considerable volume Margarine was intro

duced as food product in Europe and the United States

about 1867

The undersigned further reports that according to

information furnished by the Department of Agriculture

the process of manufacture is as follows

The vegetable oil is refined and bleached and hydro

genated to the end that the melting point is controlled to

meet seasonal requirements The oil is then deodorized and

sterile bland neutral flavourless oil produced which is

mixed with fresh skim milk to which has been added

27O861
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1948 lactic acid culture to impart butter flavour The mixture

REFERENCE is .then emulsified and salt and Vitamin are added The

mixture i5 then tempered and again emulsified and crystal-

SECTION 5a lized by chilling to produce product of uniform texture
OF TILE DAIRY

INDUSTRY The finished product is then moulded and wrapped for use
Acz In the case of oleomargarine animal fat is introduced and

the process carried out as outlined

The undersigned further reports that the Department

of National Health and Welfare submits with its approval

the following extract from an article contained in the

Canadian Medical Association Journal of August 1947

respecting margarine

One factor absent in vegetable oils is Vitamin and

if the lack of this could not be remedied it would seriously

weaken the value of margarine But it is quite easy to

add as much Vitamin as is needed and so make

margarine contain more of this Vitamin than the richest

butter Even butter is liable to show seasonal variations

in its content of Vitamin Other vitamins too could be

added to margarine such as Vitamin for example

of which butter contains very little As source of energy

margarine and butter are exactly equal

Perhaps one of the main difficulties encountered with

margarine in the early days of its development was that

of its taste That has now been so completely overcome

that it is difficult to distinguish between butter and

margarine Even if it was making virtue of wartime

necessity Britain found no difficulty in learning to like as

well as depend on margarine during the war period

typical margarine today as made in the United

States consists of 80 per cent refined vegetable oils

together with 165 per cent pasteurized non-fat milk for

flavour plus small amounts of glycerin derivative to

prevent spattering in frying vegetable lecithin to prevent

burning and sticking to the pan sometimes benzoate of

soda as preservative salt and Vitamin concentrate

up to minimum of 9000 U.S.P units per pound some

brands go as high as 15000 units per pound

The undersigned has the honour further to report

that in 1886 Parliament enacted An Act to Prohibit the

Manufacture and Sale of Certain Substitutes for Butter
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namely oleomargarine butterine or other substitute for
1948

butter being Chapter 42 of 49 Victoria The preamble to REFERENCE
AS TO THE

this Act read as follows VALIDITY OF

Whereas the use of certain substitutes for butter here-

tofore manufactured and exposed for sale in Canada is
INJSTRY

injurious to health and it is expedient to prohibit the

manufacture and sale thereof Therefore Her Majesty

by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and

House of Commons of Canada enacts as follows

This Act was reproduced as Chapter 100 of the Revised

Statutes of Canada 1886 the preamble thereto being

omitted as is usual in the case of such revision

In 1903 the Butter Act was enacted being Chapter ol

Edward VII which prohibited the manufacture import

or sale of oleomargarine or other substitutes for butter

This Act was incorporated into the Inspection and Sale

Act Chapter 85 of the Revised Statutes of 1906 as Part

VIII thereof entitled Dairy Products

In 1914 the Dairy Industry Act was enacted as Chapter

of 4-5 George This repealed Part VIII of the Inspec

tion and Sale Act and prohibited the manufacture import

or sale of oleomargarine or other butter substitutes In

the Revised Statutes of 1927 the Dairy Industry Act

appears in its present form as Chapter 45 thereof

Section paragraph of the Dairy Industry Act

provides as follows

No person shall

manufacture import into Oanada or offer sell

or have in his possession for sale any oleomargarine

margarine butterine or other substitute for butter

manufactured wholly or in part from any fat other

than that of milk or cream

The undersigned further reports that by Order in

Council P.C 3044 dated October 23 1917 made under the

War Measures Act the operation of Section 5a of the

Dairy Industry Act was suspended and by chapter 24 of

the Statutes of Canada 1919 2nd Session provision was

made for the manufacture and importation oleomar

garine until 31st August 1920 and sale thereof until 1st

day of March 1921 By annual amendments the per-
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REFERENCE

AS TO THE
VALIDITY OF

SECTION 5a
OF THE DAIRY

INDUSTRY

Maaufactured covers five months ended August 1923

Manufactured Imported Total

Butter Million lbs Million lbs Million lbs

1918 1933 04 1937

1919 12039 19 2058

1920 2t51 04 2155

1921 2287 3.7 2324

1922 2525 60 255
1923 2628 37 2665

Total 13563 161 13724

Uncludes estimated dairy butter production of approximately 100

million pounds per year Statistics on dairy butter production are

not available for the years previous to 1920

The undersigned further reports according to infor

mation furnished by the Department of Agriculture that

milk production is an essential basic part of agriculture as

certain large areas of Canada particularly in Ontario and

Quebec and the Maritime Provinces are best suited for hay

and pasture crops Consequentl milk production is the

branch of agriculture which is best suited to these regions

of Eastern Canada The marginal land farmer produces

much of the milk in these areas that finds its way into

butter He is able to produce milk with reasonable profit

only by raising hogs and poultry which is natural side

line of the smaHer farmer who keeps few cows Canadian

SUPREME COURT OF CANADA

missions contained in the Oleomargarine Act were extended

to August 31 1923 in the ease of manufacture and impor

tation and to March 1924 in the ease of sale

The undersigned further reports that according to

information futnished by the Department of Agriculture

during the period December 1917 to September 30 1923

oleomargarine and butter were manufactured and imported

as follows
Manufactured Imported Total

Oleomargarine ibs ibs lbs

Dec 1917 to Mar 31 1919 10483179 6480430 16963609

Year ended Mar 31 1920 6450902 6497031 12947933

Year ended Mar 31 1921 6224422 4660747 10855169

Year ended Mar 31 1922 1902629 1339748 3242377

Year ended Mar 31 1923 2122029 1165440 3287469

months ended Sept 1923 41880678 745015 2625693

Total 31063839 20858411 51922250
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dairy products have value of approximately $400000000

per annum of Which the butter industry produces about REFERENCE

$150000000 Approximately 50 per cent of all the milk

produced in Canada goes into butter and at one time or SEcTIoa
another during the production season practically all dairy OSTRY
farmers depend on butter as an outlet for their surplus milk

and without this outlet their operations as milk producers

would be seriously affected Butter is the largest user of

milk of which there is produced annually in Canada

approximately 17 billion pounds Approximately 400000

farmers are producing milk for butter manufacture and

about 85 per cent of the manufacturers price is returned to

the dairy farmers In addition to the 400000 farmers

involved there are approximately 1200 plants engaged in

the manufacture of butter with thousands of other indi

viduals depending for their livelihood on the butter

industry

The undersigned further reports that information con

cerning production composition and consumption of butter

and margarine in most of the important countries of the

world in 1939 has been furnished to him and is contained in

Schedule hereto

THEREFORE His Excellency the Governor General in

Council on the recommendation of the Acting Minister of

Justice is pleased in view of the resolution of the Senate

that the opinion of the highest judicial authority in Canada

be obtained with the least possible delay to refer and doth

hereby refer the following question to the Supreme Court of

Canada for hearing and consideration pursuant to the

authority of Section 55 of the Supreme Court Act

Question

Is Section 5a of the Dairy Industry Act R.S.C 1927

Chapter 45 ultra vires of the Parliament of Canada either

in whole or in part and if so in what particular or particulars

and to what extent

HEENEY
Clerk of the Privy Council

The respective Attorneys-General of the provinces of

Alberta British Columbia Manitoba New Brunswick

Nova Scotia Ontario Prince Edward Island Quebec and
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1948 Saskatchewan and the Canadian Federatioii of Agriculture

REFERFNCE the National Dairy Council of Canada the Canadian Asso

VALIDITY OF
ciation of Consumers the Canadian Manufacturers Asso

SECTIoN 5a ciation and Mr Salter Hayden K.C counsel for the
OF THE DMRT

INDUSTRY Honourable Euler and others were pursuant to order

of the Honourable Mr Justice Kerwin notified of the hear

ing of the Reference

Varcoe K.C Jackett and .1 MacLeod for

the Attorney-General of Canada

Beaulieu K.C for the Attorney-General of Quebec

Hyndman K.C for the Canadian Association of

Consumers

Milliken K.C for the Canadian Federation of

Agriculture

Hayden K.C and Blain for the Hon
Euler and others

Nadeau for lAssociation Canadienne des Electrices

and others

THE CHIEF JUSTICE His Excellency the Governor

General in Council on the recommendation of the Acting

Minister of Justice has been pleased in view of the resolu

tion of the Senate that the opinion of the highest judicial

authority in Canada be obtained to refer the following

question to the Supreme Court of Canada for hearing and

consideration pursuant to the authority of Section 55 of the

Supreme Court Act
Is SectIon 5a of the Dairy Industry Act RS.C 1927 Chapter 45

ultra vires of the Parliament of Canada either in whole or in part and

so in what particular or particulars and to what extent

The Order of Reference by His Excellency the Governor

General in Council dated July 27th 1948 P.C 3365 first

requires our attention

The opening paragraph refers to motion of the Senate

adopted on the 10th of June 1948 Then it proceeds to

state that according to information furnished by the Depart
ment of Agriculture the history of margarine or oleomar

garine dates back to about the year 1867 when the original

formula for its manufacture was worked out by French
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chemist but that while the terms margarine and oleo- 1948

margarine are commonly used interchangeably there is REFERENCE

distinction between these products in this respect that
VALIDITY OF

margarine is straight vegetable oil compound while oleo- SECTION 5a
OF THE DAIRY

margarine contains in addition an animal fat usually beef INDUSTRY

fat The principal vegetable oils used are cocoanut cotton- ACT

seed peanut soya bean and sunflower seed None of these Rinfret C.J

vegetables are produced in Canada in any considerable

volume Margarine was introduced as food product in

Europe and the United States.about 1867

The Order of Reference continues by saying that accord

ing to information furnished by the Department of Agricul

ture the process of manufacture is as follows

The vegetable oil is refined and bleached and hydro

genated to the end that the melting point is controlled to

meet seasonal requirements The oil is then deodorized and

sterile bland neutral flavourless oil produced which

is mixed with fresh skim milk to which has been added

lactic acid culture to impart butter flavour The mixture

is then emulsified and salt and Vitamin are added The

mixture is then tempered and again emulsified and crystal

lized by chilling to produce product of uniform texture

The finished product is then moulded and wrapped for use

In the case of oleomargarine animal fat is introduced and

the process carried out as outlined

The Order of Reference goes on to say that the Depart

ment of National Health and Welfare submitted with its

approval the following extract from an article contained in

the Canadian Medical Association Journal of August 1947

respecting margarine
One factor absent in vegetable oils is Vitamin and if the lack of

this could not he remedied it would seriously weaken the value of

margarine But it is quite easy to add as much Vitamin as is needed

and so make margarine contain more of this Vitamin than the richest

butter Even butter is liable to show seasonal variations in its content

of Vitamin Other vitamins too could be added to margarine such

as Vitamin for example of which butter contains very little As

source of energy margarine and butter are exactly equal

Perhaps one of the main difficulties encountered with margarine in

the early days of its development was that of its taste That has now

been so completely overcome that it is difficult to distinguish between butter

and margarine Even if it was making virtue of wartime necessity

Britain found no difficulty in learning to like as well as depend on

margarine during the war period
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1948 typical margarine today as made in the United States consists of

80 per cent refined vegetable oils together with 165 per cent pasteurized

AS TO THE
non-4at milk for flavour plus small amounts of glycerin derivative to

VALIDITY OF prevent spattering in frying vegetable lecithin to prevent burning and

SECTION 5a sticking to the pan sometimes bensoate of soda as preservative salt and

OF THE DAIRY Vitamin concentrate up to minimum of 9000 IJ.S.P units per pound
INDUSTRY

some brands go as high as 15000 uiuts per pound

R.infretC.J According to the Order of Reference it was in 1885 that

the Parliament of Canada enacted An Act to Prohibit the

Manufacture and Sale of Certain Substitutes for Butter

namely oleomargarine butterine or other substitute for

butter being Chapter 42 of 49 Victoria The preamble to

this Act reads as follows
Whereas the use of certain substitutes for butter heretofore manu

factured and exposed for sale in Canada is injurious to health and it is

expedient to prohibit the manufacture and sale thereof Therefore Her

Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House

of Commons of Canada enacts as follows

This Act was reproduced as Chapter 100 of the Revised

Statutes of Canada 1886 the preamble thereto being

omitted aS is usual in the case of such revision so the

Order of Reference states

In 1903 the Butter Act was enacted being Chapter of

Edward VII which prohibited the manufacture import

or sale of oleomargarine or other substitutes for butter

This Act was incorporated into the Inspection and Sale

Act Chapter 85 of the Revised Statutes of 1906 as Part

VIII thereof entitled Dairy Products

In 1914 the Dairy Industry Act was enacted as Chapter

of 4-5 George This repealed Part VIII of the Inspec

tion and Sale Act and prohibited the manufacture import

or sale of oleomargarine or other butter substitutes In the

Revised Statutes of 1927 the Dairy Industry Act appears

in its present form as Chapter 45 thereof

Section paragraph of the Dairy Industry Act

provides as follows

No person shall

manufacture import into Canada or offer sell or have in his

possession for sale any oleomargarine margarine butterine or

other substitute for butter manufactured wholly or in part from

any fat other than that of milk or cream

By Order in Council P.C 3044 dated October 23rd 1917

made under the War Measures Act the operation of

Section 5a of the Dairy Industry Act was suspended
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and by Chapter 24 of the Statutes of Canada 1919 2nd 1948

Session provision was made for the manufacture and REFERENCE

importation of oleomargarine until 31st August 1920 and

sale thereof until the 1st day of March 1921 By annual SEcTIoN 5a
OF THE DAIRY

amendments the permissions contained in the Oleo- INDUSTRY

margarine Act were extended to August 31st 1923 in the

case of manufacture and importation and to March 1st Rinfret C.J

1924 in the case of sale

According to information furnished by the Department

of Agriculture during the period December 1st 1917 to

September 30th 1923 oleomargarine was manufactured

and imported to amounts totalling almost 17000000 lbs

from December 1917 to March 31st 1919 almost 15-

000000 lbs for the year ending March 31st 1920 almost

11000000 lbs for the year ending March 31st 1921

somewhat more than 3240000 lbs in the year ending

March 31st 1922 slightly more than 3280000 lbs for the

year ending March 31st 1923 and 2625693 lbs for the

six months ending September 1923

During the same period of time the manufacture and

importation of butter appears to have been more than

193000000 lbs for the year 1918 more than 205000000

lbs for the year 1919 more than 215000000 lbs for the

year 1920 more than 232000000 lbs for the year 1922

and more than 266000000 lbs for the year 1923

During the six years in question 1918 to 1923 the

importation of butter was almost negligible amounting

to only 16000000 lbs 1922 was the only year in which

the figures were at all worthy of consideration the importa
tion of butter in that year reaching 6000000 lbs

The Order of Reference goes on to say that according

to information furnished by the Department of Agriculture

milk production is an essential basic part of agriculture as

certain large areas of Canada particularly in Ontario and

Quebec and the Maritime Provinces are 1est suited for hay

and pasture crops Consequently milk production is the

branch of agriculture which is best suited to these regions

of Eastern Canada The marginal land farmer produces

much of the milk in these areas that finds its way into

butter He is able to produce milk with reasonable profit

only by raising hogs and poultry which is natural side
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1948 line of the smaller farmer who keeps few cows Canadian

REFEEENCE dairy products have value of approximately $400000-

VALIDITY OF
000 per annum of which the butter industry produces

SECTIoN 5a about $150000000 Approximately 50 per cent of all the

INDUSEE milk produced in Canada goes into butter and at one time

ACT
or another during the production season practically all

Rinfret c. dairy farmers depend on butter as an outlet for their

surplus milk and without this outlet their operations as

milk producers would be seriously affected Butter is the

largest user of milk of which there is produced annually in

Canada approximately 17 billion pounds Approximately

400000 farmers are producing milk for butter manufacture

and about 85 per cent of the manufacturers price is

returned to the dairy farmers In addition to the 400000

farmers involved there are approximately 1200 plants

engaged in the manufacture of butter with thousands of

other individuals depending for their livelihood on the

butter industry

Information concerning the production composition and

consumption of butter and margarine in most of the

important countries of the world in 1939 is contained in

Schedule appended to the Order of Reference This

schedule discloses the world production of margarine plus

butter production in listed countries for the year 1939

In the United States more than 354000000 pounds of

margarine were produced in the United Kingdom more

than 423000000 pounds in Germany more than 815000-

000 pounds

The countries listed in Schedule are as follows

United States Germany

Canada Netherlands

United Kingdom Norway

Ireland Portugal

Belgium Sweden

Czecho-Slovakia Japan

Denmark Australia

Finland New Zealand

France

Canada alone of all these important countries of the

world prohibits the importation production and consump

tion of margarine
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The same Schedule sets out comparison of the food 1948

values per 100 grams between butter and oleomargarine REFERENCE

These values are practically the same with respect to

calories protein grams fat grams carbohydrate grams SECTIoN 5a
phosphorous grams and iron milligrams As regards calcium

grams the table states that with respect to butter the food Acr

value both in winter and summer amounts to 016 and Rinfret CJ
with respect to oleomargarine 002 and as to Vitamin

International Units it is stated that the percentage for

butter in summer is 3970 and in winter 2200 and for oleo

margarine it is 1980 units

It should be noted that no mention of Vitamin is made

in Schedule although in the article contained in the

Canadian Medical Association Journal of August 1947

respecting margarine which forms part of the Order of

Reference and which is quoted above it is stated
One factor absent in vegetable oils is Vitamin and if the lack of

this could not be remedied it would seriously weaken the value of

margarine But it is quite easy to add as much Vitamin as is needed
and so make margarine contain more of this Vitamin than the richest

butter Even butter is liable to show seasonal variations in its content

of Vitamin Other vitamins too could he added to margarine such as

Vitamin for example of which butter contains very little As source

of energy margarine and butter are exactly equal

Perhaps one of the main difficulties encountered with margarine in the

early days of its development was that of its taste That has now been

so completely overcome that it is difficult to distinguish betwacn butter

and margarine..

This Court ordered that notification of the hearing of

the argument upon the Reference be sent to the respective

Attorneys General for the several Provinces of Canada
the Canadian Federation of Agriculture the National Dairy
Council of Canada the Canadian Association of Consumers
the Canadian Manufacturers Association and Hon Salter

Hayden K.C counsel for the Hon Euler and others

At the hearing in addition to the Attorney General of

Canada the Canadian Federation of Agriculture appeared
in support of the validity of Section 5a of the Dairy

Industry Act Hon Salter Hayden K.C representing Hon
Euler and others Mr Beaulieu K.C represent

ing the Attorney General of Quebec Miss Hynd
man K.C representing The Canadian Association of Con
sumers and Mr Jean-Marie Nadeau K.C representing

lAssociation Canadienne des Electrices et autres appeared
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1948 in support of the contention that the subject matter of

REFERENCE Section 5a was exclusively within provincial jurisdiction

and competence and that therefore its insertion in the

SEcTION 5a Dairy Industry Act was ultra virØs

It now becomes our duty to give our answer to the

question referred to this Court by His Excellency the

Rinf ret C.j Governor General in Council

In order to understand properly the exact purport of

Section it is essential in my opinion to begin by an

analysis of the Dairy Industry Act which it is stated in

the Order of Reference came into force in 1914 Chapter

of 4-5 George the constitutional validity of which

except for Section 5a has not been challenged before

this Court

Part deals with the manufacture and sale of dairy

products and butter substitutes The Interpretation Section

defines butter creamery creamery butter dairy

dairy butter dairy product fat foreign substance

homogenized milk illegal dairy product oleomar

garine package renovated butter and whey butter

The definition of oleomargarine in this Interpretation Sec

tion is as follows
oleomargarine means any food substance other than butter

of whatever origin source or composition which h-as the appear

ance of and is prepared for the same uses as butter

The next section deals with the regulations the Governor

in Council may make as he deems necessary The follow

ing paragraphs are pertinent
the seizure and confiscation of apparatus and materials used in

the manufacture of any butter cheese or other dairy product or

imitations thereof in contravention of any of the provisions of

this Part or of any regulation made hereunder

-the seizure and confiscation of any illegal dairy product as defined

-in this Part

the imposition upon summary conviction of penalties not exceed-

i-ng fifty dollars and costs upon any person violating any regula

tion made under the provisions of this Part

Section deals with the quality of milk for manufac

turers and reads as follows
No person shall sell supply or send to any cheese or butter or

condensed rn-ilk or milk powder or oasein manufactiory or to milk or

cream shipping station -or to milk bottling establishment or other
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premises where milk or cream is collected for sale or shipmet or to the 1948

owner or manager thereof or to any maker of butter cheese condensed

milk or milk powder or casein to be manufactured ASE
milk diluted with water or in any way adulterated or milk from VALIDITY OF
which any cream has been taken or milk commonly known as SECTION 5a
skim-milk or any milk to which cream has been added or any OF1

THE DAIRf

milk or cream to which any foreign fat colouring matter preserva- NJSTeY
tive or other chemical substance of any kind has been added

milk from which any portion of that part of the milk known retJ
as strippings has been retained

any milk taken or drawn from cow that he knows to be diseased

at the time the milk is so taken or drawn from her

Section deals with Butter and sub-section of that

section forms the question referred to this Court for con
sideration As it has already been quoted above it is not

necessary to repeat it here It is sufficient to state that it

is prohibited to manufacture import into Canada or offer

sell or have in ones possession for sale any oleomargarine
margarine butterine or other substitute for butter manu
factured wholly or in part from any fat other then that

of milk or cream

It should be noticed at once that in Section 5a oleo

margarine margarine and butterine are placed on the same
footing as any other substitute for butter and that oleo

margarine and margarine are characterized as being sub
stitutes for butter

The only other sub-section of Section that need be
referred to is sub-section which states

No person shall

have upon premises occupied by him where any dairy produce
is treated manipulated manufactured or re-worked any sub
stance that might .be used for the adulteration of any such product
and .the presence upon any such premises of any fat or oil capable
of being used for such adulteration shall be prima facie proof of

intent so to use it

Section prohibits the importation into Canada or the

offering selling or having in ones possession for sale

any butter containing over sixteen per centum of water
or less than eighty per centum of milk fat or any
process or renovated butter The other sub-sections of

Section deal with the character and weight of butter

Section is as follows
No person shall manufacture import into Canada sell offer

or have in possession for sale any cheese which contains any fat or oil

other than .that of milk or cream
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1948 Section deals with the adulteration of cheese

REca Then follow some miscellaneous provisions providing

VALIDITY OF
for penalties in the case of the violation of any of the

SECTIoN 5a provisions of Sections and of the Act In this

OFTHE DAIRY

INDUSTRY respect Section states
ACT Any person firm or corporation who violates any of the provisions

Rinf ret
of sections four six or eight of this Act shall or each offence upon

summary conviction be liable to fine not exceeding frfty dollars and

not less than ten dollars together with the costs of prosecution and in

default of payment of such penalty and costs shall be liable to imprison

ment with or without hard labour or term not exceeding six months

unless such pealty and costs and the costs of enforcing the same are

sooner paid

Section 10 dealing with penalties in the case of violations

of Sections and reads
10 Any person who violates any provision of sections five or seven of

this Act shall be guilty of an offence and upon summary conviction shall

be liable

in the case of first offence to fine not exceeding one thousand

dollars and not less than five hundred dollars

in the case of second offense to fine not exceeding bwo

thousand doflars and not less than one thousand dollars in each

case together with the costs of prosecution and in default of

payment of such penalty and costs to imprisonment for term

not exceeding six months with or without hard labour unless

the said penalty and costs with costs of enforcing the same are

sooner paid

in the ease of third or subsequent offence to imprisonment or

term not exceeding six months with or without hard labour

This Section 10 was repealed and re-enacted by Chapter

40 1925 S.C in the form just quoted

It should be noted in the case of third or subsequent

offence imprisonment is provided for without the alterna

tive of fine

Sections 11 and 12 deal with the persons liable for

violating those sections of the Act relating to milk cheese

butter or other dairy product

There are other sections of the Act providing for penalties

for obstructing persons enforcing the Act for the appoint

ment of inspectors and permitting them access to all places

where dairy products are manufactured or stored or dealt

in or held for transport or delivery and for employees

assisting the inspectors

The closing sections of Part of the Act 16 to 20

inclusive deal with procedure proof in deteriorated milk

prosecutions venue evidence establishment of guilt for
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violation of the Act summary prosecution etc With 1948

respect to summary prosecution it is stated REFERENCE

In all respects not provided for in this Part the procedure under the AS TO TUE

provisions of the Criminal Code relating to summary convictions shall
SECTION 5a

so far as applicable apply to all prosecutions brought under this Part OF THE DAIRY

Part II of the Act deals with the grading of dairy pro- INRY
duce It defines dairy produce grader inspector RinC
grading store package and it states that the Minister

to whom the administration of that Part of the Act is

entrusted is the Minister of Agriculture

The Governor in Council is authorized to make regula

tions not inconsistent with the Act and inter alia to provide

for the establishment of standards definitions and grades

for dairy produce and it should be remembered that the

definition of dairy produce includes butter cheese and

other food products manufactured frOm milk

Section 25 provides for penalties against any person who
not being dairy produce grader alters effaces or oblit

erates wholly or partially or causes to be altered effaced or

obliterated any dairy produce graders brands or marks on

any dairy produce which has undergone grading or on any

package containing such dairy produce

Part III deals with the testing of glassware used in

connection with milk tests and prohibits the marking of

such glassware that has not been tested The sale of

glassware not marked is prohibited and so is its use Section

30 dealing with regulations fees and penalties reads as

follows
30 The Governor in Council may make regulations for the operation

and enforcement of this Part and may by such regulations establish lees

for the verification of the apparatus therein referred to and also provide

for the imposition of penalties not exceeding fifty dollars for each offence

against this Part or against any regulation made hereunder

Section of the Regulations made under Part of the

Dairy Industry Act R.S.C 1927 Chapter 45 and amend
ments thereto deals with definitions Sub-section

defines butter as meaning the food product commonly

known as butter manufactured exclusively from milk or

cream or both with or without colouring matter salt or

other harmless preservatives Cheese creamery

creamery butter dairy dairy butter dairy pro

duct grader package cream cheese process

cheese skim-milk cheese whey whey butter ice

cream sherbet and milk products are all defined

270862
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1948 Dairy product or dairy products are defined as

REFERENCE meaning any milk cream condensed milk evaporated

VALwYoF milk milk powder butter cheese ice cream or any other

SECTION 5a product manufactured from milk and all imitations

thereof Again the Minister to whom the administration

of the Act is entrusted is the Minister of Agriculture

Rinfret C.J Section deals with compulsory branding It is stated

that all brands required by these regulations to be placed

on cheese and on package containing cheese or butter

of net weight of more than twenty-five pounds shall be

legible and indelible Sub-section refers to

the branding of cheese creamery butter or whey butter

and the packages for those articles

Section deals with prohibited branding and Section

with the sale of dairy products which include butter dairy

butterwhey butter skim-milk cheese creamery butter

It aiso refers to the branding of packages for these dairy

products and provides for penalties for the infringement of

the regulations concerning the sale of those products

Sub-sections and of Section prohibit the manu
facture import into Canada sale offer or having in ones

possession for sale ice cream sherbet ice cream cakes

chocolate-coated ice cream bars ice cream moulded into

special shapes or any other ice cream specialty or novelty

of which ice cream is part or any frozen or semi-frozen

milk product unless the product conforms with the speci

fications therein mentioned There are also elaborate pro
visions concerning ice cream and sherbet and for the con

tainers Or cabinets used for their storage

Section of the Regulations deals with the seizure and

confiscation of apparatus or materials used or intended to

be used in the manufacture of any butter cheese or other

dairy product or imitation thereof in contravention of any
of the provisions of the Act or of any regulations made

thereunder It also refers to the disposal of seized products

and provides for the keeping of record books and registers

Then follow Schedule No and Schedule No The

former is form for application for registration of cheese

factory creamery combined factory or factory whera

cheese is processed or butter is re-worked and Schedule

No illustrates the form and size of type number on

cheese and on packages containing cheese oi butter of

net weight of more than twenty-five pounds
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Regulations under Part II of the Act deal with cheddar

cheese and creamery butter of Canadian origin intended REFERENCE

or export It refers to standards for grades of cheese

these standards being divided into first second and third SECTION 5a
OF THE Dia

grade cheese and below third grade cheese There are also INDUSTRY

standards for grading washed curd cheese and for grades of

creamery butter RinfretCJ

There are also regulations under Part III of the Act deal-

ing with the duty of verifying the glassware which comes

under the provisions of that Part and which is assigned to

the Weights and Measures Standards Branch Department
of Trade and Commerce Ottawa

In my opinion it follows from the analysis just made of

the Dairy Industry Act that in addition to being legisla

tion under Section 95 of the British North America Act

dealing with agriculture so far as it relates to that subject

matter the Act has effect notwithstanding any law of the

legislature of Province relating to agriculture which may
be repugnant to it It also falls within the ambit of Head 27

of Section 91 of the British North America Act extending to

The Criminal Law except the Constitution of Courts of

Criminal Jurisdiction but including the Procedure in

Criminal Matters because it meets the denition as

stated in the decision of the Judicia Committee of the

Privy Council in Proprietary Articles Trade Association

et al Attorney-General for Canada et al Section 5a
of the Dairy Industry Act deals truly with acts prohibited

with penal consequences and it cannot be contended that

it is colourabie legislation on the part of Parliament My
brother Kerwin has satisfactorily dealt with this point in

his answer to the question submitted in the Order of Refer

ence agree with what he has said and do not find it

necessary to add anything further on that point

But wish to state also that to my mind Section 5a
of the Act can be supported in favour of the Dominions

contention both on the grounds that it is Agriculture Sec
tion 95 of the B.N.A.A and Head of Section 91 of the

same Act B.N.A.A the Rgulation of Trade and Com
merce

It was not contended at barand think it could hardly

be contendedtha.t the Dairy Industry Act and regulations

thereunder are not within the domain of the federal par ha

A.C 310 at 324 and 325

27O862
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1948 ment by force of Section 95 of our constitution It is

REFERENCE law in relation to agriculture which the Parliament of

VALIDITY OF
Canada from time to time is empowered to make in relation

SEcTI0NDSa
to agriculture and it is not within the competence of the

OFITESAY respective provincial legislatures to enact legislation in this

ACT
regard when Parliament has already covered the field in

Rinfret c.i view of the following words of Section 95
and any Law of the Legislature of Province relative to Agriculture or

to ammigration shall have effect in and for the Province as long and as

far only as it is not repugnant .to any Act of the Parliament of Canada

That point of view cannot be discarded on the ground

that oleomargarine or margarine are supposedly articles of

trade or commodities which are not directly the product

of agriculture In support of that suggestion passage in

the judgment of Mignault in The King Eastern Term

inal Elevator Co was largely relied on In that passage

Mignault said
have not overlooked the appellants contention that the statute can

be supported under section 95 of the British North America Act as being

legislation concerning agriculture It suffices to answer that the subject

matter of the Act is not agriculture but product of agriculture con

sidered as an article of trade The regulation çf particular trade and

that is what this statute is in substance cannot be attempted by the

Dominion on the ground that it is trade in natural products What we

have here is trade legislation and not law for the encouragement or

support of agriculture however wide meaning may be given to the

latter term

It should be noted that the passage just quoted was only

the expression of one judge about which the majority of

the Court said absolutely nothing The judgment of this

Court did not in any way uphold that view and it ought

to be taken as mere obiter which cannot stand as judg

ment of this Court To the appellants contention that the

statute could be supported under Section 95 of the British

North America Act as being legislation concerning agri

culture Mignault cursorily said It suffices to answer

that the subject matter of the Act is not agriculture but

product of agriculture considered as an article of trade

And he added
The regulation of particular trade and that is what this statute is

in substance cannot be attempted by the Dominion on the ground that

it is trade in natural products What we have here is trade legislation

and not law for the encouragement or support of agriculture however

wide meaning may be given to the latter term

1925 S.C.R 434 at 457
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shall deal later with the contention that the legislation
1948

under consideration in this Reference can be regarded as REFERENCB

regulation of trade and commerce but hink it proper to

observe at this point that we cannot rest our answer to the SEcTIoa
question in the Order of Reference on the above passage

from judgment of one member of this Court not con

curred in by the majority who delivered judgment and RinfretC.J

which has all the characteristics of mere obiter and which

consider was quite unnecessary for the purpose of the

judgment of the learned judge in that particular case

cannot agree therefore with the argument that the

constitutional validity of the Dairy Industry Act is not

supported under Section 95 of the British North America

Act Indeed if Parliament does not derive its authority

from Section 95 to pass such an Act am at loss to

perceive upon what other Head of Section 91 it could be

held to have been competently adopted repeat that it

was in no way challenged in the course of the argument

before the Court In these circumstances the insertion of

Section 5a of the Dairy Industry Act dealing with the

manufacture import into Canada or offer for sale or have

in ones possession for sale oleomargarine margarine

butterine or other substitute for butter manufactured

wholly or in part from any fat other than that of milk or

cream being an insertion in the Dairy Industry Act and

adopted by Parliament by virtue of its power to deal with

laws in relation to agriculture in the provinces is in my
opinion nothing more than the direct exercise of Parlia

ments jurisdiction over agricultural matters or at least

necessarily incidental and necessary for the effective con

trol of agricultural matters in respect of milk and its by
products

It should be observed that the Dairy Industry Act as

have illustrated in the opening paragraphs of this judg

ment deals not only with milk but also with butter

several varieties of cheese ice cream sherbet etc all

coming within the special definition contained in the Act

of dairy product or dairy products or dairy pro

duce and according to the definition meaning any milk

cream condensed milk evaporated milk millc powder

butter cheese ice cream or any other article manufactured

from milk and all imitations thereof It seems in my
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1948 opinion impossible to distinguish oleomargarine or mar-

REFERENCE garine from any of these other articles included in the

definition of dairy products particularly when as set out

SEcTIoN 5a in Section 5a they are likened to bu.tterine or other
OF TH DAIRY

INIrnSTRY substitute for butter

The fact that oleomargarine and margarine do not come
RinfretC.J

directly from the cows of course they do not and the

mere contention that they are not natural products but

rather manufactured articles is not sufficient to remove

them from the domain of the federal government in respect

of agriculture If this argument were sound the same

thing could be said with as much force about butter

cheese ice cream or in the words of the definition of

dairy product in the Act any other article manu
factured from milk and all imitations thereof From that

point of view oleomargarine and margarine are strictly on

par with these commodities just mentioned and if the

manufacture of butter cheese ice cream or any other

commodity manufactured from milk and all imitations

thereof are properly regulated and in many cases pro

hibited by force of the Dairy Industry Act it does not

seem possible to say that oleomargarine and margarine

cannot be competently dealt with by Parilament under

the provisions of that Act on the mere pretense that they

are manufactured articles They are just as much

dairy product as butter cheese ice cream or other articles

manufactured from milk They are therefore proper

subject matters of an Act adopted by Parliament in virtue

of its powers under Section 95 of the British North America

Act and Section 5a was competently inserted in the

Dairy Industry Act just as much as all the other sections

of the Act dealing with butter cheese ice cream or other

commodities manufactured from milk In fact the defini

tion of dairy product or dairy produce in Section of

Part of the Act indicates conclusively that Parliament

intended to include as dairy product articles manufactured

from milk and if oleomargarine and margarine had not

been specifically mentioned in the Act they would come

under the definition as being any other article manu

factured from milk
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For these reasons would answer the question put to 1948

the Court in the Order of Reference by declaring that REFERENCE

Section 5a of Vhe Dairy Industry Act R.S.C 1927

chapter 45 is intra vires the Parliament of Canada in whole SECTION 5a
OF THE DAIRY

on the ground that it has constitutional validity as proper INDuSTRY

exercise of the powers of Parliament by virtue of Section 95

of the British North America Act Rinjfret C.J

But there is yet another reason for stating that the

validity of Section 5a must be upheld By Head of

Section 91 of the British North America Act the regulation

of trade and commerce has been entrusted to Parliament

It has not been disputed that the legislation submitted

to us deals with trade and commerce Indeed the con

tention of those who pretend that Section 5a is invalid

from constitutional point of view as not being within the

proper domain of the federal parliament is that it cannot be

regarded as coming within Section 95 dealing with agricul

ture for the reason they say that oleomargarine and mar
garine are not products of agriculture but that they are

articles of trade Following this contention to its neces

sary consequence they say that it cannot come under

federal jurisdiction because then it would be regulation of

particular trade and as result of numerous decisions of

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council it does not

come within Head of Section 91 of the British North

America Act and the decision of the Judicial Committee in

Citizens Insurance Co of Canada Parsons was cited

where Sir Montague Smith delivering the judgment of

the Board said
Construing therefore the words regulation of trade and commerce

by the various aids to their interpretation above suggested they would

include political arrangements in regard to trade requiring the sanction of

parliament regulation of trade in matters of inter-provincial concern and

it may be that they would include general regulations of trade affecting

the whole dominion Their Lordships abstain on the present occasion from

any attempt to define the limits of the authority of the dominion parlia

ment in this direction It is enough for the decision of the present case

to say that in their view its authority to legislate for the regulation of

trade and commerce does not comprehend the power to regulate by

legislation the contracts of particular business or trade such as the

business of fle insurance in single province and therefore that ite legis

lative authority does not in the present case conflict or compete with the

power over property and civil rights assigned to the legislature of Ontario

by No 13 of sec 92

1881-82 AC 96 at 113
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1948 Subsequent pronouncements of the Judicial Committee

RENCE on the same subject were summarized by Sir Lyman Duff

VAIIOF C.J.C in The Natural Products Reference
SEcTION 5a It would appear to result from these decisions that the regulation

05 THE DAIRY of trade and commerce does not comprise in the sense in which it is used

INJSThY in section 91 the regulation of particular trades or occupations or of

particular kind of business such as the insurance business in the provinces

Rinret C..J or the regulation of trade in particular commodities or classes of com
modities in so far as it is local in the provincial sense while on the other

hand it does embrace the regulation of external trade and the regulation

of interprovincial trade and such ancillary legislation as may be necessarily

incidental to the exercise of such powers

It is scarcely necessary to add that Chief Justice Duffs

views were commended by the Judicial Committee in the

words of Lord Atkin
The few pages .of the Chief Justices judgment will It is to be hoped

form the locus classicu.s of the law on this point and preclude further

disputes

should like to point out however that the Dairy

Industry Act does not deal with particular trade or with

particular commodity We have seen that it deals with

milk cream condensed milk evaporated milk milk powder

butter cheese ice cream or any other article manufactured

from milk and all imitations thereof and Part II of the

Act deals with the grading of dairy produce grading store

the powers of the Governor in Council to make regulations

for the establishment of standards definitions and grades

for dairy produce and for the maturing storing packaging

handling and transporting of dairy produce Then Part III

deals with the testing of glassware used in connection with

milk tests

The regulations which have not been attacked define

butter as the food product commonly known as butter

manufactured exclusively from milk or cream or both with

or without colouring matter salt or other harmless pre
servatives Cheese is defined as the product made from

curd obtained from milk skim-milk cream or any mixture

of these by coagulating the casein thereof with rennet

lactic acid or any suitable enzyme or acid and with or

without further processing or the addition of other whole

some ingredients such as fresh milk solids ripening fer

ments special moulds emulsifying agents seasoning or

colouring matter and may not contain any preservative

other than salt sodium chloride Dairy product is

S.C.R 398 at 410 11937 A.C 326 at 353
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defined as any milk cream condensed milk evaporated

milk milk powder butter cheese ice cream or any other REFERENCE

product manufactured from milk and all imitations there- v2
of Then the regulations deal with whey whey cream SEcTION

OF THE DAm1
whey butter ice cream sherbet and in fact all milk

INDUSTRY

products ACT

Reference has already been made to the fact that the Rinfret C.J

regulations deal with compulsory branding prohibited

branding the sale of dairy products and that every person

who manufactures or intends to manufacture cheese cream

ery butter or whey butter or processes or intends to process

cheese or reworks or intends to rework butter shall register

with and obtain certificate of registration with registra

tion number from the Department Ottawa for each such

factory owned or operated by him
Regulations under Part II as have mentioned above

divides cheese into first second third grade and below third

grade cheese and contains elaborate provisions for the scores

and definitions for grades of butter

Regulations under Part III provide for the verification of

glassware and it is stated
34 All test bottles and pipettes used in connection with the testing

of milk or cream except skim-milk bottles and the tubes used in con
nection with the apparatus known as the Oil Test Churn shall be for

warded charges prepaid to the Weights and Measures Standards Branch
Department of Trade and Commerce Ottawa Canada for the purpose
of veriScation

Clearly such an Act is not limited to the regulation of one

particular trade or of one particular commodity nor to one
or more than one province it is an Act embracing the

whole Dominion

It was also argued that the power to regulate under

Head of Section 91 does not mean the power to prohibit

that prohibition is not regulation that in fact from the

moment you prohibit you exclude regulation In my
opinion such contention cannot be supported In the

process of regulating these different commodities or the

trading in these different commodities the Dairy Industry
Act prescribes extensive regulations in the course of which

certain prohibitions are included It stands to reason that
if you regulate you may prohibit things that are not in

accordance with those regulations Section 5a deals with

the manufacture import into Canada or offer sale or

having in ones possession for sale any oleomargarine mar-
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1948 garine butterine or other substitute for butter manufacic tured wholly or in part from any fat other than that of milk

or cream and it does not amount to absolute prohibition

SECTION 5a In the precise words of the Section it prohibits only those

OFI11RY commodities which are manufactured wholly or in part

ACT from any fat other than that of milk or cream Therefore

Rinfret c..j it is unnecessary to reiterate that the effect of the section

is that no person shall manufacture import into Canada

or offer sell or have in his possession for sale any oleo

margarine margarine butterine or other substitute for

butter manufactured wholly or in part from any fat other

than that of milk or cream The prohibitions which flow

from this Section 5a are enumerated in the sub-sections

that follow i.e and For instance

sub-section provides that
No person shall mix with or incorporate with butter by any

process of heatixg soaking re.churning reworking or otherwise any Cream

milk skim-milk butter-milk or water to cause such butter when so treated

to contain over sixteen per centum of water or less than eighty per centum

of milk fat

The particular mixing or processing is prohibited but

butter itself is not prohibited

Sub-sections and read as follows

No person shall

melt clarify refine rechurn or otherwise treat butter to produce

process or renovated butter

manufacture import into Canada or sell offer expose or have

in possession for sale any milk or cream or substitute therefor

which contains any fat or oil other than that of milk

have upon premises occupied by him where any dairy produce is

treated manipulated manuhctured or reworked any substance

that might be used for the adulteration of any such product and

the presence upoti any such premises of any fat or oil capable

of being used for such adulteration shall be prima facie proof of

intent so to use it

It can be seen very clearly that the whole of Section

does not prohibit the dairy product therein mentioned it

only prohibits certain methods of manufacturing it and if

one considers all the sections of the Dairy Industry Act

it is apparent that oleomargarine and margarine are treated

exactly on par with all the other products To illustrate

what have just said it is only necessary to refer to sub

section of Section of the regulations made under Part

of the Act dealing with ice cream and sherbert In that

sub-section certain kinds of ice cream and sherbet which
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do not come up to the standards therein prescribed are pro-
1948

hibited but no one would contend that that is prohibition REFERENC1

within the meaning of Head of Section 91 of the British

North America Act It is very proper regulation pro- SEcTION 5a
Olr THE DAIRY

hibiting the manufacture import into Canada sale offer INDUSTRY

or having in ones possession for sale ice cream or sherbet

which do not come up to standards established by the RinfretC.J

regulations and at the same time allowing the manufacture

import into Canada and sale of ice cream or sherbet which

come up to the established standards

My conclusion Is therefore that the so-called prohibition

in Section 5a is not prohibition at all but regulation

of trade and commerce and properly within the competence

of Parliament in virtue of Head of Section 91 of the

British North America Act In my opinion when that

Section 5a is read in conjunction with the whole of the

Act there is no real prohibition It is truly regulation

of trade and commerce or that Section 5a is only

necessary incidental part of an Act which Parliament had

full power to adopt by virtue of Section 95 of the British

North America Act and moreover in view of the form

given to it it also comes within Head 27 of Section 91

CriminalLaw
Of course it may be said that the whole Act is unques

tionably of national interest and importance and that the

legislation as originally enacted was for the purpose of

safeguarding the whole of the public generally In this

regard think it proper to quote passage from the decision

of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council Attorney

General for Ontario Canada Temperance Federation

where Viscount Simon said
It was not contended that if the Act of 1878 was valid when it was

enacted it would have become iiva1id later on by change of circum
stances Their Lordships do not find it necessary to consider the true

effect either of or of the Act of 1924 for the revision of the

Statutes of Canada for they cannot agree that if the Act of 1878 was

constitutionally within the powers of the Dominion Parliament it could

be successfully contended that the Act of 1927 which replaced it was

ultra vires

It was stated that the purpose of the Dairy Industry Act

was to give trade protection to the dairy industry in the

AC 193 at 207
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1948 productiozi and sale of butter as against substitutes In

REFRENCE this connection the Order of Reference specifically stated

ASTOTHE
VALIDITY OS sec

SECTION 5a Milk production is an essential basic part of agriculture as certain

OF THE DAISY large areas of Canada particularly in Ontario and Quebec and the Man-
INDUSTRY

time Provinces are best suited for hay and pasture crops Consequently

milk production is the branch of agriculture which is best suited to these

Rinifret C.j regions of Eastern Canada The marginal land farmer produces much

of the milk in these areas that finds its way into butter He is able to

produce milk with reasonable profit only by raising hogs and poultry

which is natural side line of the smaller farmer who -keeps few cows

Canadian dairy products have value of approximately $400000000 per

annum of which the butter industry produces about $150000000 Approxi

mately 50 per cent of all the milk produced in Canada goes into butter and

at one time or another during the production season practically all dairy

farmers depend -on butter -as an outlet for their surplus milk and without

this outlet their .operations as milk producers would be seriously affected

Butter is the largest user of milk of which there is produced annually in

Canada approxisnately 17 billion pounds Approximately 400000 farmers

are producing milk for butter manufacture and about 85 per cent of the

manufacturers price is returned to the dairy farmers In addition to the

400000 farmers involved there -are -approximately 1200 plants engaged

in the manufacture of butter with thousands of other individuals depend

ing for Iheir livelihood -on the butter industry

It would seem to me that -the manufacture import or

sale of oleomargarine or margarine or other substitutes for

butter manufactured wholly or in part from any fat other

than that of milk or cream if thought injurious -to the

manufacture and sale of butter which concerns such large

and important section of Can-ada can -hardly be said not

to be of nation-al concern That consideration however

goes only to the motive of Parliament in dealing with this

matter by legislation It is possible that Parliament could

invoke the opening part of Section 91 as sufficient reason

for dealing with this matter in the way it has been dealt

with in Section 5a of -the Dairy Industry Act But in

addition it emphasizes very clearly the fact that such

situation does come under Head of Section 91 the regu

lati-on of trade and commerce -and also under section 95

agriculture

need hardly add that whatever may be said of the local

manufacture or sale of oleomargarine -and margarine no

question can be raised as to the competence of Parliament

to deal with -the import into Canada That is of course

essentially matter within the competence of Parliament

-as also would be the interprovincial -trade in -those corn-
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modities The argument of those who opposed the consti

tutional jurisdiction of Parliament with regard to Section REFERENCE
/.ST0THE

5a was limited to Parliament power to deal with local vD
manufacture or sale within each province and in my

opinion even in this respect Section 5a was competently INDSTRY

enacted by Parliament
Rinfret CS

My answer to the question submitted in the Order of

Reference is therefore that Section 5a of the Dairy

Industry Act R.S.C 1927 chapter 45 is not ultra vires

the Parliament of Canada in whole or in part

KERWIN Section 5a of the Dairy Industry Act

R.S.C 1927 chapter 45 with which we are concerned

reads as follows

No person shall

manufacture import into Canada or offer sell or have in his

possession for sale any oleomargarine margarine butterine or

other substitute for butter manufactured wholly or in part from

any fat other than that of milk or cream

The Order of reference explains that while the terms

margarine and oleomargarine are commonly used inter

changeably margarine is straight vegetable oil compound

and oleomargarine contains in addition an animal fat

usually beef fat It also gives us the process of manufac

ture as follows

The vegetable oil is refined and bleached and hydrogenated to the

end that the melting point is controlled to meet seasonal requirements

The oil is then deodorized and sterile bland neutral flavourless oil

produced which is mixed with fresh skim milk to which has been added

lactic acid culture to impart butter flavour The mixture is then

emulsified and salt and Vitamin are added The mixture is then

tempered and again emulsified and orystallized by chilling to produce

product of uniform texture The finished product is then moulded

and wrapped for use the case of oleomargarine animal fat is intro

duced and the process carried out as outlined

With these definitions and explanations in mind we might

now turn to the history of the legislation

By chapter 42 of the Statutes of 1886 Parliament

enacted An Act to prohibit the Manufacture and Sale of

certain substitutes for Butter After this recital

WHEREAS the use of certain substitutes for butter heretofore manu
factured and exposed for sale in Canada is injurious to health and it is

expedient to prohibit the manufacture and sale thereof
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1948 the only section of the Act provides
REFERENCE No oleomasgarine butterine or other substitute for butter manu
AS TO THE factured from any animal substance other than milk shall be manu

VALrnITYOF factured in Canada or sold therein and every person who contravenes

OF THE DAIRY
the provisions of this Act in any manner whatsoever shall incur penalty

INDusTRY not exceeding four hundred dollars and not less than two hundred dollars
ACT and in default of payment shall be liable to imprisonment for term

not exceeding twelve months and n.ot less than three monthsKerwin

This Act was reproduced as chapter 100 of the Revised

Statutes of Canada 1866 without the preamble In 1903
The Butter Act was enacted by chapter of Edward VII

and section provided
No person shall manufacture import mt0 Canada or offer sell

or have in his possession for sale any oleomargarine butterine or other

substitute for butter manufactured wholly or in part from any fat other
than that of milk oi cream

Section 10 provided for fine of not less than two hundred

dollars and not more than four hundred dollars for every

one convicted of violation of this provision together

with the costs of prosecution and in default of payment of

such fine and costs such person was liable to imprisonment

with or without hard labour for term not exceeding three

months In the Revised Statutes of 1906 these provisions

were incorporated in Part VIII of chapter 85 the Inspec

tion and Sale Act as sections 298 and 309

By chapter of the Statutes of 1914 Part VIII of the

Inspection and Sale Act was repealed Section provided
No person shall

manufacture import into Canada or offer sell or have in his

possession for sale any oleomargarine margarine butterine or

ether substitute for butter manufactured wholly or in part from

any fat other than that of milk or cream

Here for the first time margarine was mentioned as well

as oleomargarine By section 10 the penalty was the same

as that previously provided except that the possible term

of imprisonment for non-payment of the fine or costs was

made six months

In the Revised Statutes of 1927 the Dairy Industry

Act appears in its present form as chapter 45 and section

5a has been inserted in Part thereof In the same

Part are other provisions as to procedure and evidence in
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any complaint or information relating to the sale or supply 1948

of milk and subsection of section 19 enacts REFERENCE

In all respects not provided for in this Part the procedure under the
$5

TO THE

provisions of the Criminal Code relating to summary convictions shall SEcTION 5a
so far as applicable apply to all prosecutions brought under this Part OF THE DAIRY

INDUSTRY

Subsection of section 20 also in Part provides for the ACT

application of fines imposed under the foregoing sections KeiwinJ

of the Act relating to the sale or supply of milk and sub-

section enacts
Any pecuniary penalty imposed under any of the other sections of

this Part shall when recovered be payable one-half to the informant or

complainant and the other half to His Majesty

We were told that margarine was introduced as food

product in Europe and the United States about 1867 and

it is stated that the principal vegetable oils used are

coconut cotton-seed peanut soy bean and sun-flower

seed none of which is produced in Canada in any con

siderable value By Order in Council P.C 3044 dated

October 23rd 1917 made under the War Measures Act
the operation of section 5a of the Dairy Industry Act

which was then chapter of the 1914 Statutes was

suspendeand by chapter 34 of the 1919 second session

Statutes provision was made for the manufacture and

importation of oleomargarine until October 31st 1920 and

the sale thereof until March 1st 1921 By annual amend

ments these permissions were extended to August 31st

1923 in the case of manufacture and importation and to

March 1st 1924 in the case of sale

In addition to these relaxations the Department of

National Health and Welfare now approves statement

contained in the Canadian Medical Association Journal

of August 1947 that as source of energy margarine

and butter are exactly equal During the years when by
order in council and statute the manufacture and importa

tion of oleomargarine was permitted the annual total in

both categories never exceeded 17000000 pounds The

total quantity of butter imported and manufactured in

Canada during the same period varied from approximately

193000000 pounds to about 226000000 pounds per year

In the Order of reference the Acting Minister of Justice

also reported Milk production is an essential basic part
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1948 of agriculture as certain large areas of Canada particularly

REFERENCE in Ontario and Quebec and the Maritime Provinces are

SIOTHE best suited for hay and pasture crops Approximately
SEcTION 5a 400000 farmers are producing milk for butter manufacture
0FTHE DAIRY

INDUSTRY in addition to which there are about 1200 plants engaged
ACT

in the manufacture of butter while thousands of other

Keiwinj individuals depend for their livelihood on the butter

industry

The power of Parliament to enact the prohibition con
tained in section 5a of the Dairy Industry Act was rested

by counsel for the Dominion upon several provisions of

the British North America Act to only one of which it is

necessary to refer head 27 of section 91 CriminalLaw
It may be granted that although Parliament alone could

deal with the importation into Canada of oleomargarine

or margarine it could not necessarily assume authority to

regulate particular trade in province However if it

be found in any particular case that Parliament is not

using the cloak of Criminal Law to cover foray into

the regulation of particular local trade the matter is

settled by the decision of the Judicial Committee in

Proprietary Trade Association Attorney General of

Canada followed in In the matter of Reference re

section 498 of the Criminal Code Adopting the prin

ciple set forth in these decisions there is no ground on

which it may be held that the legislation here in question

on its true construction is not what it professes to be that

is an enactment creating criminal offence in exercise of

the powers vested in Parliament in virtue of the 27th head

of section 91 of the British North America Act

It was argued that the approval by the Department of

National Health and Welfare of the statement in the

Canadian Medical Association Journal shows that the

recital in the original Act of 1886 no longer states correctly

the present position of margarine or oleomargarine Grant

ing this to be so and presuming that by force of the several

Acts dealing with the various revisions of the Dominion

statutes the recital is no longer in force other reasons may
have influenced Parliament in enacting the other Acts set

A.C 310 19361 S.C.R 363

19371 AC 368
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out in the legislative history above including the section 1948

before us That consideration was considered sufficient in REFERENCE

Attorney General for Ontario Canada Temperance

Federation The actual decision in that case is not of SEcTION 5a
01 TEE DAmY

assistance on the particular point we are now at but once INDusmY

it be concluded that this is true criminal legislation the

Privy Council decision does show that the incorrectness Kerwin

of the recital in the original statute has no bearing

My answer to the question is that section 5a of the

Dairy Industry Act R.S.C 1927 chapter 45 is not ultra

vires the Parliament of Canada either in whole or in part

TASCHEBEAU J.Par arrŒtØministØriel en date du 27 juil

let 1948 il plu Son Excellence le Gouverneur gØnØral en

Conseil de soumettre cette Cour la question suivante

Larticie de la Loi concernant IIndustrie LaitiŁre S.R.C 1927

chap 45 est-il ultra vires des pouvoirs du Parlement du Canada en tout

ou en partie et dans laffirmative de queue façon et jusquà quel point

Cet article qui fait lobjet de la prØsente soumission ce

lit ainsi

Nul ne peut

fabriquer importer au Canada ou offrir vendre ou avoir en sa pos

session pour Ia vente de lolØo.margarine de la margarine ou autres beurres

artificiels ou succØdanØs du beurre provenant en tout ou en partie de

matiŁre grasse autre que celle du lait ou de la crŁme

Lorigine de cet article remonte 1886 alors que le Pane

ment du Canada adopta la loi 49 Victoria chap 42 inti

tulØe LOI LEFFET DE PROHIBER LA FABRICA
TION ET VENTE DE CERTAINS STJBSTITTJTS DU
BEURRE et dont le prØambule se lisait ainsi

ConsidØrant que lusage de certains substituts du ieurre ci-devant

fabriquØs et mis en vente en Canada eat nuisible la sante et quiI est

propos den interdire Ia fabrication et Ia vente ces causes Sa MajestØ

par et avec lavis et le consentement du SØnat et de Ia Chambre des

communes du Canada dØcrØte Ce qui suit

La loi elle-mŒme Øtait rØdigØe dans les termes suivants

Nulle oleomargarine butterine ou autre matiŁre substituØe au

beurre fabriquØe avec toute substance animale autre que le lait ne sera

fabriquØe en Canada ou ny sera vendue et quiconque enfreindra lea

dispositions du present acte en queique maniŁre que ce soit encourra une

amende nexcØdant pas quatre cents piastres iii de moms de deux cents

piastres et dØfaut de paiement sera passible demprisonnement pendant

douze mois au plus et trois mois au moms

1946 193

270803
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1948 Lors de Ia revision des stiatuts fØdraux en 1886 cette loi

REFERENCE fut inoorporØe au chap 100 mais amputee de son prØam
v2 bule qui comme nous lavons vu Øtait leffet que certains

SEcTIoN 5a substituts du beurre Øtaient nuisibles la santØ Ii est bon
OFTHEDAIET

INDUSTRY de remarquer que la prohthition sapplique seuiement la

manufacture et Ia vente des substituts du beurre et non
Taschereau

pas leur importation et de souligner Øgalement que ce

nest que plus tard quil sera spØcifiquement question de

margarine La difference qui existe entre les deux produits

mais qui nest pas importante pour les fins de la prØsente

soumission est que la margarine est un produit dhuile

vØgØtale tandis que lolØomargarine contient en outre Un

gras animal

En 1903 le Parlement du Canada adopta une loi intitulØe

LOT PROHIBANT LIMPORTATION LA FABRICA
TION ET LA VENTE DU BETJRRE FALSIFIE DU
BEURRE REFAIT DE LOLEOMARGARINE DE LA
BUTTERINE OTJ AUTRE PRETENDU SUCCEDANE
DU BEURRE ET LEFFET DE PREVENIR LE

MARQTJAGE FRAUDULEUX DE CE DERNIER PRO
DUIT Larticle de cette loi Øtait ainsi conçu

Personne ne fabriquera nimportera en Canada ne tiendra ne vendr

ou naura en sa possession pour la vente de lolØomargarine de la butterine

ou autre prØtendu succØdanØ du beurre iabriquØs en tout ou en partie avec

des matiŁres grasses autres que celle du lait ou de la crŁme

Cette loi ØtØ incorporØe la LOT CONCERNANT
LINSPECTION ET LA VENTE DE CERTAINES
DENREES ET ATJTRES PRODUITS au chap 85 des

Statuts RevisØs de 1906 et en constituait la partie qui

avait pour titre PRODUITS DE LA LAITERIE Larti

cle cite plus haut devint larticle 298 de cette loi

En 1914 la partie de la LOT CONCERNANT LINS
PECTION ET LA VENTE ØtØrappelØe et la LOT DE
LTNDUSTRIE LATTIERE ØtØ adoptØe et devint le

chap de 4-5 Geo La prohibition mentionnait spØciale

ment la margarine et la LOI DE LINDUSTRTE LAI
TIERE se trouve maintenant dans les Statuts Revises du

Canada 1927 chap 45 Cest larticle de cette loi qui

fait lobjet du present litige

LarrŒtØ ministØriel qui autorise Ia rØfØrence cette

Cour exiplique le procØdØ de manufacture de la margarine
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de lolomargarine et les differences qui existent entre les

deux produits Ii fait voir Øgalement comment on rØussi REFERENCE

faire disparaItre le gout dØsagrØable de ces produits et

de queue facon on rØussi remØdierau manque de vita-

mine dans les huiles vØgØtales de telle facon que le INIRY
beurre et la margarine ont maintenant une Øgale source

TasChereau
energie Ii est aussi mentionne dans cet arrete ministe

rid que depuis le ler septembre 1917 au 30 mars 1923

quanci lopØration de larticle de la LOT DE LIN
DTJSTRIE LAITIERE fut suspendue en vertu de la Loi

des Mesures de Guerre de grandes quantitØs dolØomarga

rine ont ØtØ manufacturØes et importØes au Canada et

que la consommation de lolØomargarine atteint actuelle

ment un chiffre trŁs ØlevØ dans plusieurs pays du monde
dont les Etats-Unis dAmØrique et la Grande-Bretagne

Ii est de plus rØvØlØ aux exhibits qui ont ØtØ produits que
la plupart des pays du monde manufacturent la margarine

et lolØomargarine que la vente en est permise et la Cour

mŒme ØtØ informØe quau cours de la premiere et de la

deuxiŁme grandes guerres les soldats canadiens en faisaient

un usage quotidien

Le Procureur GØnØral du Canada appuyØ par Ia FØdØra

tion Canadienne dAgriculture soutient .que cet article 5a
de LOT DES PRODIJITS LAITTERS nest pas du

domaine provincial mais relŁve du Parlement du Canada

qui aeul le pouvoir de faire des lois pour la paix lordre

et le bon gouvernement du Canada relativement toutes

les rnatiŁres ne tombant pas dans les categories de sujets

par le present Acte exclusivement assignØs aux Legislatures

des provinces Ii soutient Øgalement que la legislation eat

valide parce quelle se rapporte au droit criminel lagri

culture quelle rŁglemente le commerce domaines qui en

vertu de larticle 91 de 1Acte de 1AmØriqueBritannique du

Nord sont de la competence du Parlement FØdØral

Le Procureur GØnØral de la province de QuØbec lhono

rable Euler 1Association Canadienne des Electrices

et lAssociation Canadienne des ConsommateursprØtendent

au contraire que cette question relŁve exciusivement des

provinces qui en vertu de larticle 92 de lActe de lAmØ
270863t
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1948
rique Britannique du Nord para 13 ont seules le droit de

REFERENCE lØgifØrer sur la propriØtØ et les droits civils dans la prov2 vince et en vertu de la section 16 sur toutes les matiŁres

dune nature purement locale ou privØe clans la province

INIsmY Ii me semble indiscutable que la manufacture la pos

Tasehereau 3session ou la vente de la margarine et de lolØomargarine

sont lexercice de droits civils bien dØfinis et dont la rØgle

mentation ØtØ laissØe aux provinces par les PŁres de la

ConfØdØration Il ne fait pas de doute non plus que les

mots propriØtØet droits civils doivent ŒtreemployØs dans

leur sens le plus large et comprennent dans leur sens ordi

naire certainement le mot contrat qui est un acte dune

nature essentiellement civile Citizens Insurance

Parsons Natural Products Marketing Act

Mais si les droits civils et la propriØtØsont du ressort

provincial ii est maintenant Øtabli quil peut arriver par

fois que lautoritØ fØdØrale devienne compØtente pour lØgi

fØrer sur ce qui normalement nest pas de son domaine

Des cas en effet se prØsentent oü par suite de lexistence de

certaines conditions et cause des dimensions quelles

prennent et des proportions nationales quelles atteignent

certaines matiŁres deviennent du ressort du Parlement

FØdØral Alors la question cesse dŒtredune nature pure
ment locale ou privØe dans la province et la juridiction

provinciale qui alors Øtait absolue cede la place au contrôle

fØdØral qui lØgifŁre alors pour la paix lordre et le bon

gouvernement du Canada

Une abondante jurisprudence ne permet plus dentre

tenir de doute ce sujet DØjà en 1896 dans Attorney-

General for Ontario Attorney-General for the Dominion

of Canada Lord Watson Ømettait le principe suivant

Their Lordships do not doubt that some matters in their origin local

and provincial might attain such dimensions as to affect the body politic

of the Dominion and justify the Canadian Parliament in passing laws for

their regulation and abolition in the interest of the Dominion But great

caution must be observed in distinguishing between that which is local

and provincial and therefore within jurisdiction of the provincial legis

latures and that which has ceased to be merely local and provincial and

has become matter of national concern

1881-82 A.C 96 at 109 A.C 343 at 361

S.C.R 398 at 416
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Dans Attorney-General for Canada Attorney-General

for British Columbia Lord Tomlin confirmait ce quavait REFRRENCE

antØrieurement dit Lord Watson
The general power of legislation conferred upon the Parliament of SECTIoN 5a

the Dominion by section 91 of the Act in supplement of the power to OF1THE
DAIRY

legislate upon the subjects expressly enumeiated must be strictly confined ACT
to such matters as are unquestionably of national interest and importance

and must not trench on any of the subjects enumerated in section 92
Tascherau

within the scope of provincial legislation unless these matters have

attained such dimensions as to affect the body politic of the Dominion

See Attorney-General for Ontario Attorney-General for the Domirnon

1896 AC 348

Ces expressions dopinions ont ØtØ maintes fois confirmØes

par le ComitØ Judiciaire du Conseil PrivØ et on mŒme
prØcisØ davantage queue Øtait la nature de lurgence requise

pour justifier lintervention du Parlement FØdØral Mais

ce nest pas dans tous les cas oü lintØrŒtnational est en

jeu quil peut le faire Ainsi le ComitØJudiciaire du

Conseil PrivØ dans The Board of Commerce case em
ploie les expressions under necessity in highly exceptional

circumstances dans Fort Frances Pulp Power Co
Manitoba Free Press on se sert des mots sudden danger

to social order in the event of war when the national life

may.require very exceptional means dans Toronto

Electric Commissioners Snider on exige some extra

ordinary peril to the national life of Canada epidemic of

pestilence dans The Regulation and Control of Aero

nautics in Canada on confirme les expressions em
ployØes dans certaines des causes ci-dessus En 1937 dans

Attorney-General for Canada Attorney-General for

Ontario Lord Atkin rØaffirme encore les principes

ci-dessus mentionnØs et emploie en les confirmant de nou
veau les expressions suivantes abnormal circumstances

exceptional conditions standard of necessity some

extraordinary peril to the national life of Canada highly

exceptional epidemic of pestilence Ce sont là des cas

oi la distribution normale des pouvoirs accordØs aux pro
virices en vertu de larticle 92 peut Œtre mise de côtØ afin de

permettre au Parlement FØdØral de lØgifØrer Dans ce

A.C 111 at 118 A.C 396 at 412

1922 A.C 191 at 197 A.C 54 at 72

A.C 695 at 703 AC 326 at 353
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1948 jugement Lord Atkin approuve le jugement de Sir Lyman
REFERENCE Duff ancien juge en chef de cette cour The Natural

VALIDITY OF
Products Marketing Act oi II dØfini dans quels cas

SECTION 5a le pouvoir fØdØral pouvait se substituer lautoritØ provin
OF THE DAIRY

INDUSTRY ernie et legiferer sur des matieres ordinairement devolues

aux provinces Lord Atkin dit que le jugement du Juge

TaschereauJ.en chef forme le locus classicus de la loi et ferme la porte

toute autre discussion

Le Procureur GØnØraldu Canada soumis que le present

conflit doit Œtre rØglØpar iancienne decision du Conseil

PrivØ de Russell La Reine rendue en 1882 Cet

arrŒtque lon souvent invóquØ depuis au delà dun demi
siŁcle na pas ii me semble la signification quon voulu

lui donner en sappuyant sur les commentaires de Lord

Haldane dans Toronto Electric Commissioners Snider

AppelØ interpreter cette derniŁre decision dans une cause

rØcente de Attorney-General for Ontario Canada Tem

perance Federation Lord Simon dØfinitivement

prØcisØ que le Conseil PrivØ en 1882 na jamais rendu son

jugement en se basant sur le fait quil avait une urgence

qui justiflait le Parlement FØdØral de lØgifØrer sur une ma
tiŁre qui ordinairement aurait ØtØ de la competence provin

ciale Le ratio decidendi du Conseil PrivØ ØtØ quii

sagissait en loccurrence de Temperance qui Øtait du

ressort fØdØral et nullement de propriØtØet de droits civils

Le Scott Act aØtØ jugØ une loi permanente et non pas tem

poraire Ce nest pas lexistence de certaines conditions

anormales et passagŁres qui en ont justiflØ la validitØ

Cette jurisprudence dØmontre clairement que ce nest que

dans des cas trŁs exceptionnels que le Pariement FØdØral

acquiert lautoritØ nØcessaire pour adopter des lois qui sont

normalernent du ressort provincial Et ii est trŁs heureux

quil en soit ainsi car autrement les droits des provinces

que lon croyait inviolables ne seraient quillusoires et les

assises mŒmes de la ConfØdØrationcanadienne seraient en

peril Sous le prØtexte facile de lØgifØrer pour la paix

lordre et le bon gouvernement du Canada le pouvoir cen

tral aurait dans tons les cas lautoritØ nØcessaire dintervenir

S.C.R 398 A.C 396

1881-82 A.C 829 A.C 193
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dans le domaine provincial et le rØsultat evident de cette 1948

thØorie si maiheureusement elle Øtait admise serait de RERFNcE

modifier fondamentalement la distribution des pouvoirs

IØgislatifs attribuØs par la Constitution de 1867 et par con- SEcTIoN 5a

sequent mØconnaItre non seulement la lettre mais aussi

lesprit de lActe de iAmØriqueBritannique du Nord tel

que lont compris ceux qui en furent les inspirateurs.Taschereau

Comme le disait le Juge en chef Anglin en 1913 re Insur-

ance Act There would be few subjects of civil rights

upon which it the Parliament of Canada might not dis

place the provincial power of legislation

Je ne trouve pas que des circonstances exceptionnelles

susceptibles de mettre en peril la vie nationale du Canada

se rencontrent dans le cas qui nous occupe Nous sommes

bien loin des conditions requises par la jurisprudence de

cette Cour et du Conseil PrivØ qui pourraient justifier le

Parlement FØdØral de se substituer lautoritØ provinciale

et de lØgifØrer sur des matiŁres de droit civil dune nature

locale et privØe qui sont essentiellement du domaine des

provinces

Si mŒmeces produits offraient quelque danger la sante

je ne crois pas que leur rØglementation dans le pays serait

de la competence fØdØrale Mais si pareil danger jamais

existØ il est entiŁrement disparu maintenant et cest non

seulement le droit mais aussi lobligation des tribunaux de

senquØrir si les circonstances qui justifiaient le Parlement

FØdØral dagir subsistent toujours Ii une prØsomption

quelles subsistent et cest la partie qui invoque le contraire

qui doit le dØmontrer Comme la dit le Conseil PrivØ dans

Fort Frances Pulp Power

The question of the extent to which provision for circumstances such

as these may have to be maintained is one on which Court of Law is

loath to enter No authority other than the central Government is in

position to deal with problem which is essentially one of statesmanship

It may be that it has become clear that the crisis which arose is wholly

at an end and that there is no justification for the continued exercise of

an exceptional interference which becomes ultra vires when it is no longer

called for In such case the law as aid down for distribution of powers

in the ruling instrument would have to be invoked But very clear

evidence that the crisis had wholly passed away would be required to

justify the judiciary even when the question raised was one of ultra vires

which it had to decide in overruling the decision of the Government that

exceptional measures were still requisite

1913 48 S.C.R 260 at 312 AC 695 at 706
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1948 Voir au mŒmeeffet Anglin

REFERENCE Dans le cas present la prØsomption est complŁtement

VAi.mIrv OF dØtruite Le prØambule de la loi de 1882 qui disait que ces

produits Øtaient nuisibles Ia sante est maintenant disparu

IINDZSTRY
La margarine et lolØomargarine ont daprŁs les sociØtØs

mØdicales et daprŁs laveu mŒmedu Gouverneur GØnØral
Taschereau

en Conseil les mŒmes qualitØs nutritives que le beurre Ta

manufacture et Ta vente en sont permises dans tous les pays

civilisØs du monde et on en servait nos soldats au cours

des deux derniŁres guerres La valeur nutritive ne fait pas

de doute et lurgence de preserver la sante nationale ne

peut ŒtreinvoquØe pour soutenir la validitØ de la loi

Le but actuel de la loi ne peut pas Œtre autreque de

donner une prØfØrence au beurre sur un autre produit

Øgalement comestible Ceci ne peut pas Œtreune justifica

tion pour enlever aux provinces des pouvoirs que leur

garantit Ta Constitution

Le second argument invoquØ par le Procureur GØnØral

du Canada est quen defendant Timportation Ta vente et

Ia possession de ces produits le parlement canadien

impose une prohibition accompagnØe de sanctions et en

consequence ØrigØen crime toute violation de la loi Or en

matiŁre criminelie dit-on le Parlement fØdØral est la seule

autoritØ compØtente Je noublie pas les definitions du

crime et du droit criminel qui ont ØtØ donnØes dØjà mais

celles-ci doivent se lire et sinterprØter avec les tempera

ments qui ont ete apportØs

Cest ainsi que Ton voit dans Proprietary Articles Trade

Association Attorney-General for Canada le passage

qui suit

The criminal quality of an act cannot be discerned by intuition nor

can it be discovered by reference to any standard but one Is the act

prohibited with penal consequences Morality and criminality are far

from coextensive nor is the sphere of criminality necessarily part of

more extensive field covered by moralityunless the moral code neces

sarily disapproves all acts prohibited by the State in which ease the

argument moves in circle It appears to their Lordships to be of little

value to seek to confine crimes to category of acts which by their very

nature belong to the domain of criminal jurisprudence for the domain

of criminal jurisprudence can only be ascertained by examining what acts

1913 48 S.C.R 260 at 311 A.C 310 at 324
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at any particular period are declared by the State to be crimes and the 1948

only common nature they will be found to possess is that they are pro
REFERENCE

hibited by the State and that those who commit them are punished
AS TO THE

VALIDITY OF
Dans Attorney-General for British Columbia Attor-

SECTION 5a
ney-General for Canada le ComitØ Judiciaire dit OFTHE

DAIRY

The object of an amendment of the criminal law as rule is to ACT
deprive the citizens of the right to do that which apart from the amend-

ment he could lawfully do Taschereaiu

Mais clans ce dernier jugement Lord Atkin dit aussi
The only limitation on the plenary power of the Dominion to deter

mine what shall or shall not be criminal is the condition that Parliament

shall not in the gui.se of enacting criminal legis/lation in truth and in

substance encroach an any of the classes of subjects enumerated in 92
It is no objection that it does in fact affect them

Auparavant en 1929 le Juge Newcombe dans la Ref

rence sur Validity of the Combines Investigation Act

sØtait dØjà exprimØ ainsi

It is not necessarily inconsistent and do not think it was meant to

be incompatible with the notion that one must have regard to the

subject matter the aspect the purpose and intention instead of the form

of the legislation in ascertaining whether in producing the enactment
Parliament was engaged in the exercise of its exclusive and comprehensive

powers with respect to the criminal law or was attempting in excess

of its authority under colour of the criminal law to entrench upon
property and civil rights or private and local matters in the provinces

and when in the case of the Combines and Fair Prices Act 1919 as in

the case of the Insurance Act 1910 their Lordships found that Parliament

was really occupied in project of regulating property and civil rights

and outside of its constitutional sphere there was no footing upon which

the exercise of Dominion powers with relation to the criminal law could

effectively be introducedno valid enactment to which criminal sanction

could be applied

le Juge Newcombe sappuyait Øvidemment sur le

jugement rendu par le Conseil PrivØ dans The Board of

Commerce Act and the Combines and Fair Prices Act oü

ii est dit

For analogous reasons the words of head 27 of 91 do not assist

the argument for the Dominion it is one thing to construe the words

the criminal law except the constitution of courts of criminal jurisdiction

but including the procedure in criminal matters as enabling the

Dominion Parliament to exercise exclusive legislative power where the

subject matter is one which by its very nature belongs to the domain
of criminal jurisprudence general law to take an example making
incest crime belongs to this class It is quite another thing first

to attempt to interfere with class of suject committed exclusively to

the Provincial Legislature and then to justify this by enacting ancillary

1937 A.C 368 at 376 1922 AC 191 at 198

S.C.R 409 at 422
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1948 provisions designated as new phases of Dominion criminal law which

require title to so interfere as basis of their application For analogous

reasons their Lordships think that 101 of the British North America

VALIDITY OF Act which enables the Parliament of Canada notwithstanding anything

SEenoN 5a in the Act to provide for the establishment of any additional Courts for

OF THE DAIRY
the better administration of the laws of Canada cannot be read as

INDUSTRY
enabling that Parliament to trench on Provincial rights such as the

powers over property and civil rights in the Provinces exclusively con
Taschereau ferred on their Legislatures Full significance can be attached to the

words in question without reading them as implying such capacity on

the part of the Dominion Parliament It is essential in such cases that

the new judicial establishment should be means to some end competent

to the latter

Mais ii me semble que la prØtention du Procureur

GØnØral du Canada leffet que Ia legislation attaquØe

doit Œtre dØclarØe constitutionnelle parce quelle est du do-

maine du droit criminel ne peut ŒtreaoceptØe par suite des

jugernents que je viens de citer et surtout comme rØsultat

de la decision rendue par le Conseil PrivØ en 1924 dans une

cause de Attorney General for Ontario and Reciprocal

Insurers and Attorney General for Canada Dans

cette cause ii sagissait de determiner la lØgalitØ dun amen

dement que le Parlement FØdØral avait apportØ au Code

Criminel dans iequel ii Øtait sti.pulØ que cØtait une offense

criminelle punissable de sanctions sØvŁres pour une corn

pagnie fØdØrale ou pour tout Øtranger de solliciter ou

daccepter des risques dassurance moms quune licence

fØdØra.le nait ØtØprØalablementobtenue Cette legislation

Øtait Øvidemrnent une tentative pour obtenir par un moyen

dØtournØ des rØsultats recherehØs par la Loi dAssurance

de 1910 qui avait ØtØ dØciarØe ultra vires des pouvoirs du

Parlement FØdØral dans Attorney General for Canada

Attorney General for Alberta Void ce que disait

Sir Lyman Duff

In accordance with the principle inherent in these decisions their

Lordships think it is no longer open to dispute that the Parliament of

Canada cannot by purporting to create penal sanctions under 91 head

27 appropriate to itself exclusively field of jurisdiction in which apart

from such procedure it could exert no legal authority and that if

when examined as whole legislation in form criminal is found in

aspects and for purposes exclusively within the Provincial sphere to deal

with matters committed to the Provinces it cannot be upheld as valid

And indeed to hold otherwise would be incompatible with an essential

principle of the Confederation scheme the subject of which as Lord

AC 3.8 at 342 1916 A.C 588
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Watson said in Maritime Bank of Canada Receiver-General of New 1948

Brunswick 1892 437 441 was not to weld the Provinces into one

or to subordinate the Provincial Governments to central authority

Within the spheres allotted to them by the Act the Dominion and the VALIDITY OF

Provinces are as Lord Haldane said in Great West Saddlery Co SECTION 5a
The King 1921 91 100 rendered in general principle coordinate

OF1THE
DAIRY

Governments ACT

Their Lordships think it undesirable to attempt to define however

generally the limits of Dominion jurisdiction under head 27 of 91Tasehe1aiu3

but they think it proper to observe that what has been said above does

not involve any denial of the authority of t.he Dominion Parliament to

create offences merely because the legislation deals with matters which

in another aspect may fall under one or more of the subdivisions of the

jurisdiction entrusted to the Provinces It is one thing for example to

declare corruption in municipal elections or negligence of given order

in the management of railway tra.ins to be criminal offence and punish

able under the Criminal Code it is another thing to make use of the

machinery of the criminal law for t.he purpose of assuming control of

municipal corporations or of Provincial railways

Le cas dØcidØ dans cette cause dispose ii me semble de

Ia prØtention quil sagit en loccurrence de legislation crimi

nelle Sous le prØtexte de lØgifØrer en matiŁre criminelle

lautoritØ fØdØrale qui normalement est compØtente en la

matiŁre ne peut pas empiØter dans le domaine provincial

sur des matiŁres oi son autoritØ lØgale iie pourrait autre

ment sexercer Le Pariement FØdØral ne peut pas plus

contrôler les contrats de ventes et dachats de margarine

et doØlomargarine quil ne peut contrôler les contrats

dassurance et les raisons qui justifient la decision du

Conseil PrivØ sappliquent Øgalernent la prØsente cause

On peut je crois disposer rwpidement de la prØtention

que lautoritØ du Pariement FØdØral de lØgifØrer sur la

margarine et lolØomargarine lui vient de larticle 95 de

lActe de lAmØriqueBritannique du Nord qui determine

les pouvoirs du FØdØral et du Provincial en matiŁres agri

coles Larticle de la Loi de lIndustrie LaitiŁre nest

pas une legislation agricole La margarine et loØlornar

garine sont essentiellement le rØsultat de transformations

industrielles et en consequence legislation nest pas une

legislation se rap.portant lagriculture mais bien des

articles de commerce Vide The King Eastern Terminal

Elevator Co Lower Mainland Dairy Products Sales

Adjustment Committee Crystal Dairy Ltd

S.C.R 434 at 457 AC 168
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1948 Larticle 91 RØglementationdu Trafic et du Corn-

REFERENCE merce aussi ØtØ invoquØ pour justifier la legislation Ici

VAUDITYOF une distinction je crois simpose scion quil sagisse dun
SECTION 5a commerce dune nature purement locale et privØe dans une
OF THE DAIRY

INDUSTRY province et la reglementation du commerce exterieur En
Ar

1881 Citizens Insurance vs Parsons ii ØtØ dØcidØ

Taseherenu que les provinces pouvaient lØgifØrer en matiŁre de com
merce et imposer des conditions si ce commerce ne dØpas

sait pas les bornes dune province particuiiŁre et plus tard

dans National Products Reference Sir Lyman Duff

disait

It would appear to result from these decisions that the regulation of

trade and commerce does not comprise in the sense in which it is used

in section 91 the regulation of particular trades or occupations or of

particular kind of business such as the insurance business in the provinces

or the regulation of trade in particuiar commodities or classes of com
modities in so far as it is local in the provincial sense while on the other

hand it does embrace the regulation of external trade and the regulation

of interprovincial trade and such ancillary legislation as may be neces

sarily incidental to the exercise of such powers

Sur ce point la jurisprudence me semble dØfinitivement

fixØe et il faut en consequence conclure que la rØglemen

tation du commerce de la margarine et de loiØomargarine

dans une province vu quii un caractŁre dune nature

locale et privØe nest pas du dornaine du gouvernement

fØdØral En ce qui concerne la prohibition dimporter

dun pays Øtranger je crois .que la situation doit Œtre envi

sagØe sous un ng1e different

Je noublie pas que 91 para de 1Acte de lAmØrique

Britannique du Nord RØglementation du Trafic et du

Commerce ØtØ interprØtØ par les tribunaux et que clans

Attorney General for Ontario Attorney General for the

Dominion on dØclarØ que le pouvoir de rØglementer

suppose nØcessairement la conservation de la chose qui fait

le sujet de la rØglementation Cet article de la Consti

tution canadienne donnerait au Parlement FØdØral le pou
voir de rØglementer un commerce mais ne iui confØrerait

pas lautoritØ voulue pour le supprimer Ii faut sincliner

devant cette decision du Conseil PrivØ mais je suis claire

ment dopinion sauf peut-Œtre dans quelques cas exception

nels dont il nest pas question ici que limportation dun

1881-82 AC 96 AC 348 at 363

S.C.R 398 at 410
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produit manufacture peut Œtre prohibØ par le Parlement 1948

FØdØral Si ce nest pas en vertu dc 912 de Ia Constitu- REFERENCE

tion ce sera sürernent en vertu du pouvoir rØsiduaire qui
VALflITYOF

par ce mØme article 91 est attribuØ au Parlement FØdØralSECTION 5a
OF THE DAIRY

et lui permet de legiferer sur les matieres qui ne sont pas INDUSTRY

de la competence provinciale et qui ne sont pas prØvues
ACT

dans lActe de lAmØriquedu Nord Taschereau

Ii rØsulte de tout ccci que je suis dopinion que larti-

dc est ultra vires en partie des pouvoirs du Parlement

FØdØral Ce dernier ne peut en effet dØfendre la fabrica

tion Ia vente ou Ia possession pour la vente dc la margarine
et de lolØomargarine mais le droit den interdire lim
portation

On prØtendu que tout larticle doit Œtre dØclarØ ultra

vires parce quil contient la fois et la defense dimpor
tation et les autres prohibitions que je viens de mentionner

Le tout serait si intimement lie ensemble que les prohi
bitions ne pourraient pas ŒtresØparØes vu que Ic Parlement

FØdØral nen aurait pas impose une seule isolØe sans les

imposer toutes Je ne crois pas pouvoir accepter cette

proposition Je crois au contraire quil est logique de

penser que le Parlement FØdØral aurait pu ne dØfendre que
limportation sans imposer les autres prohibitions

Le 28 mai 1886 en vertu de la loi des Douanes limpor
tation de lolØomargarine de la butterine et des autres

substituts du beurre ØtØ prohibØe et lon retrouve cette

loi qui est encore en vigueur larticle 14 de la loi des

Douanes chap 44 S.R.C 1927 Ce nest que le juin

1886 cest-à-dire quelques jours plus tard que fut sanc
tionnØe la loi lEffet de Prohiber la fabrication et la vente

de certains substituts du Beurre 49 Victoria chap 42 oà

ii nest pas question dimportation mais seulement de fabri

cation et de vente Ce nest que plus tard en 1903 comme

je lai signalØ au debut de ces remarques que limportation
ØtØdØfendue par le Statut Ed VII chap La prohibi

tion dimportation sappliquait non seulement lolØomar

garine et aux substituts du beurre comme dans la loi des

Douanes mais un plus grand nombre de produits On
voulu dans un statut particulier bannir limportation de ces

produits qui par la loi des Douanes lØtaient dØjà en partie

Je nai pas de doute que le Parlement FØdØralmŒrne sil
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1948 avait su que Ia legislation se rapportant la faibrication et

REFERENCE la vente Øtait ultra vires aurait quand mŒme prohibØ

VAUDITYOF limportation Son dØsir de le faire apparalt dans la loi des

SECTION 5a Douanes et dans la legislation subsØquente Attorney
OF THE DAIRY

INDUSTRY General for Alberta Attorney-General for Canada

Enfin on tentØ de justifier la validitØ de larticle 5a
Taschereau en soumettant que cet article mŒme sil nØtait pas origi

nairement de la competence du Parlement FØdØral est

incidental to la loi de 1Industrie LaitiŁre qui assurØment

ØtØvalidement adoptØe Je ne crois pas quil en soit ainsi

Je
.pense plutôt que les prohibitions contenues larticle 5a

ne constituent comme je lai dit dØjà quune prØfØrence

accordØe un autre produit et sont entiŁrement indØpen

dantes de la loi de 1Industrie LaitiŁre Je crois aussi que

le Parlement aurait adoptØ la loi de 1Industrie LaitiŁre sans

oct article 5a
Ma rØponse la question soumise est done la suivante

Larticle 5a de la loi de 1Industrie LaitiŁre est ultra

vires des pouvoirs du Parlement du Canada en ce qui con

cerne les prohibitions de fabriquer offrir vendre ou avoir

en sa possession pour la vente La prohibition dimporter

est intra vires de ses pouvoirs

RAND His Excellency in Council has referred to this

Court the following question
Is section 5a of the Dairy Industry Act R.SC 1927 Chapter 45

ultra vires of the Parliament of Canada either in whole or in part and

if so in what particular or particulars and to what extent

The section is as follows
No person shall

manufacture import into Canada or offer sell or have in his

possession for sale any oleomargarine margarine butterine or

other substitute for butter manufactured wholly or in part

from any fat other than that of milk or cream

To proper understanding of the controversy state

ment of the history of the legislation is necessary The

first pertinent enactment is chapter 37 of 1886 an amend

ment to the Customs Duties Act which by section s.s

enacted
The importation of oleomargarine butterine and all such substitutes

for butter is hereby prohibited under penalty of not less than two

hundred nor more than four hundred dollars for each offence and the

forfeiture of such goods and of all packages in which they are contained

A.C 503 at 518
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Although passed on June 2nd 1886 it was retroactive to 1948

May 28th of that year In the Revised Statutes of the REFERENCE

same year the language was changed by substituting for

and all such substitutes the words or other similarSECTION 5a
OFTHE DAIRY

substitutes This latter form has been preserved to the INDUSTRY

present time with the addition in 1907 by chapter 11 of

the words and process butter or renovated butter Rand

Next there is chapter 42 of the statutes of 1886 passed

on the same day June 2nd
WHEREAS the use of certain substitutes -for butter heretofore

manufactured and exposed for sale in Canada is injurious to health

and -it is expedient to prohibit the manufacture and sale thereof There-

Lore Her Majesty by and with the advice and consent -of the Senate

and House of Commons of Canada enacts as follows

No oleomargarine butterine or other substitute for butter manu
factured from any animal substance other than milk shall be manufactured

in Canada or sold therein and every person who contravenes the pro
visions of this Act in any manner whatsoever shall incur penalty not

exceeding four hundred dollars and not less than two hundred dollars and

in default of payment shall be liable to imprisonment f-or term not

exceeding twelve months and not less than three months

In the same year the Act was incorporated in the Revised

Statutes as chapter 100 and as is usual in the case of

revisions the preamble was omitted

In 1903 the Butter Act was enacted as chapter of the

statutes of that year and an important change was intro

duced into the provision dealing with butter substitutes by
the language of section

No person shall manufacture import into Canada or offer sell -or -have

in his possession for sale -any -oleomargarine butterine or other substitute

for butter manufactured wholly or in part from any fat other than that

of milk or cream

This Act was in the revision of 1906 incorporated as Part

VIII of the Inspection and Sale Act chapter 85 R.S.C

1906 In Schedule Vol III R.S.C 1906 at page 2941
chapter 100 of the Revised Statutes is repealed

Later in 1914 Part VIII was repealed and the present

provision enacted as section of the Dairy Industry Act
chapter of the statutes of that year This later became

chapter 45 R.S.C 1927

The question of the preamble was raised Ordinarily

preamble indicates the purpose of the statute and it may
be guide to the meaning and scope of the language where

that is doubtful or ambiguous But when the question is
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1948 the real character of the legislation for the purposes of

REFERENCE jurisdiction between two legislatures under federal con

stitution different considerations arise legislation cannot

SECTIoN 5a conclude the question by declaration in preamble at

OF THE DuRY
INDUSTRY most it is fact to be taken into account the weight to be

given to it depending on all the circumstances and it is

RandJ significant here that the only prohibitory enactment con

taining preamble did not include margarine

But whatever might have been the case of the 1886

legislation the situation now is that not only has the

preamble disappeared but its recital of fact is admittedly

no longer true of either margarine or oleomargarine It

is conceded that both of themthe latter containing animal

fat other than milk added to the ingredients chiefly

vegetable oils of the formerare substantially as nutri

tious possess as much energy value and are as free from

deleterious effects as butter itself and that take to have

been the state of things in 1914 Between December 1st

1917 and September 30th 1923 approximately 52000000

lbs of oleomargarine was either manufactured in or

imported into Canada under the authorization of both

order in council and statute Margarine has become

staple in Great Britain and on the European continent

and in the United States its use is widespread When in

1903 importation was banned animal substance changed

to any fat and the prohibited substitutes thus enlarged

to include those made from vegetable oils the value of the

preamble was greatly impaired and the repeal of Part VIII

together with the enactment of the Dairy Industry Act

in the situation of 1914 removes any residue that might

have survived To ascertain then the true nature and sub

stance of the legislationwhich is the initial determina

tionI deal with it as free from any such indication of

purpose

The appearance of the provision in statute dealing

comprehensively with the dairy industry and the inclusion

of prohibition of importation the ordinary mode of pro

tection of industry in its ultimate form are for this initial

purpose of considerable significance On the other hand
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the scope and importance of agriculture in the economy of 1948

this country the part played by the dairy industry as an REFERENCE

essential branch of it and the desirability of maintaining

market demand for butter to meet the seasonal exigencies

of that industry are beyond controversy What then in NBY
that whole background is the true nature of the enactment

Mr Varcoe argues that it is simply provision of

criminal law field exclusively Dominion and the issue

think depends upon the validity of that contention

In The Proprietary Articles Trade Association vs Attorney-

General of Canada Lord Atkin rejected the notion that

the acts against which criminal law is directed must carry

some moral taint crime is an act which the law with

appropriate penal sanctions forbids but as prohibitions are

not enacted in vacuum we can properly look for some evil

or injurious or undesirable effect upon the public against

which the law i5 directed That effect may be in relation to

social economic or political interests and the legislature

has had in mind to suppress the evil or to safeguard the

interest threatened

In examining the question we are to consider not only

the matters and conditions upon which the legislation will

operate but as well its consequences and in addition to

what will be judicially noticed evidence may be presented

in case which calls for it Attorney-General of Alberta vs

Attorney-General of Canada

Criminal law is body of prohibitions but that rohibi

tion can be used legislatively as device to effect positive

result is obvious we have only to refer to Adam Smiths

Wealth of Nations Vol II chapters and to discover how

extensively it has been used not only to keep foreign goods

from the domestic market but to prevent manufactures in

the colonies for the benefit of home industries and as late

as 1750 for that object certain means of iron and steel pro
duction in British North America were by statute forbidden

Ashley Surveys Historic Economic page 327 The Court

in its enquiry is not bound by the ex facie form of the

statute and in the ordinary sense of the word the purpose

1931 AC 310 A.C 117 at 131

270864
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1948 of legislative enactment is generally evidential of its true

REFERENCE nature or subject matter Bryden vs Attorney-General of

ASTOTRE
VALIDITY OF

British Columbia Attorney-General of Ontario vs

D.4 Rec Insurers In re Insurance Act of Canada

INDUSTRY Attorney-General of Alberta vs Attorney-General of Can-

ada supra Under unitary legislature all prohibitionsIL
may be viewed indifferently as of criminal law but as the

cases cited demonstrate such classification is inapprop

riati to the distribution of legislative power in Canada

Is the prohibition then enacted with view to public

purpose which can support it as being in relation to criminal

law Public peace order security health morality these

are the ordinary though not exclusive ends served by that

law but they do not appear to be the objeCt of the par

liamentary action here That object as must find it is

economic and the legislative purpose to give trade protec

tion to the dairy industry in the production and sale of

butter to benefit one group of persons as against com

petitors in business in which in the absence of the legisla

tion the latter would be free to engage in the provinces To

forbid manufacture and sale for such an end is prima facie

to deal directly with the civil rights of individuals in

relation to particular trade within the provinces Shannon

vs Lower Mainland Dairy Board

The public interest in this regulation lies obviously in the

trade effects it is annexed to the legislative subject matter

and follows the latter in its allocation to the one or other

legislature But to use it as support for the legislation in

the aspect of criminal law would mean that the Dominion

under its authority in that field by forbidding the manu

facture or sale of particular products could in what it

considered sound trade policy not only interdict sub

stantial part of the economic life of one section of Canada

but do so for the benefit of that of another Whatever the

scope of the regulation of interprovincial trade sit is hard

to conceive more insidious form of encroachment on

complementary jurisdiction

A.C 580 AC 41

A.C 328 AC 708
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This conclusion is not in conflict with Attorney-General 1948

of British Columbia Attorney-General of Canada REFERENCS

Section 498a of the Criminal Code There the essential

nature of the legislation was not the equalization of civil SECTION 5a

rights between competitors or promoting the interest of one

trade as against another it was the safeguarding of the

public against the evil consequences of certaii fetters upon Rand

free and equal competition There is no like purpose here

there is nothing of general or injurious nature to be abol

ished or removed it is matter of preferring certain local

trade to others

Is the legislation then within the regulation of trade and

commerce As early as Citizens Insurance Parsons

it was laid down that the reconciliation of the powers

granted by the constitutional act required restriction of the

full scope of which in their literal meaning they the

regulation of trade and commerce re susceptible and it

was so necessary in order to preserve from serious curtail

ment if not from virtual extinction the degree of autonomy

which as appears from the scheme of the Act whole the

provinces were intended to enjoy That and subse

quent pronouncements of the Judicial Committee were sum
marized by Duff C.J in the Natural Products reference

It would appear to result from these decisions that the regulation

of trade and commerce does not comprise in the sense in which it is

used in section 91 the regulation of particular trades or occupations or of

particular kind of business such as the insurance business in the provinces

or the regulation of trade in particular commodities or classes of corn

modities in so far as it is local in the provincial sense while on the

other hand it does embrace the regulation of external trade and the

regulation of interprovincial trade and such ancillary legislation as may
be necessarily incidental to the exercise of such powers

Now if the regulation of local trade in particular corn

modities is excluded fortiori the control of the manufac

ture of those commodities for that trade would be so

The logical conclusion of the contention is as Mr Varcoe

conceded that King Eastern Elevator Company
was wrongly decided But so far from that the decision

was expressly approved by the Judicial Committee in the

Natural Products reference supra at page 387

A.C 368 S.C.R 398 at 410

1881-82 AC 96 8.C.R 434

S.C.R 357 at 366

27086ft
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1948 Finally it was said the legislation related to Agriculture

REEEBENCE Its object agree is to benefit the trade in product of

agriculture but that is mereconsequential effect and does

SEcrIoN 5a not of itself relate the legislation to agriculture The Natural

Products reference supra by ruling out of the scope of

Dominion power the regulation of local trade in the prod
Rand ucts of agriculture has done so likewise in respect of the

manufacture of substitute products

Then undoubtedly the dairy industry has an aspect of

concern to this country as whole but as it was said in

Attorney-General of Ontario Attorney-General of

Canada if the fact of such an interest or that the

matter touched the peace order and good government of

Canada was sufficient to attach the jurisdiction of Parlia

ment there is hardly subject enumerated in sec 92 upon
which it might not legislate to the exclusion of the provin
cial legislatures There is nothing before us from which

it can be inferred that the industry has attained national

interest as distinguished from the aggregate of local

interests of such character as gives it new and pre
eminent aspect within the rule of the Russell case as

interpreted in Attorney-General of Ontario Canada

Temperance Federation Until that state of things

appears the constitutional structure of powers leaves the

regulation of the civil rights affected to the legislative

judgment of the province

There is next the prohibition of importation of these

substances It has been observed that the power of regula

tion assumes unless enlarged by the context the conserva

tion of the thing to be regulated Lord Watson in Attorney-

General of Ontario Attorney-General of Canada supra

at 363 The matter being examined by Lord Watson was

the power of Parliament to enact the Temperance Act of

1886 as being for the regulation of trade and commerce
the object of the statute was to abolish all such transac

tions in liquor within the area adopting it and their

lordships were unable to regard such prohibitions as regula

tion of trade Although under the enactment certain trans

actions in liquor escaped the ban it was not in their

1896 A.C 348 at 361 1946 A.C 193

AC 829
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interest that other transactions were forbidden and do 1948

not take the judgment to mean that the prohibition of REFERENCB

trade in commodity for strictly trade purpose which was

not the purpose there can never be trade regulation The SECnON5a

matter of regulation here is not margarine in isolation it

butter and its substitutes as group of commodities in

competition and the legislation fashions their relations Baud

inter se in the aspect of foreign trade clearly an exclusive

Dominion field Under the regulation of that trade one

commodity might be admitted free of duty and others at

different rates Attorney-General of British Columbia

Attorney-General of Canada and the extension to

prohibition would not change the essential nature of the

restriction To the historical references already made on

this subject there can be added that of section 43 of the

Act of Union 1840 which after reciting that the Imperial

Parliament would not thereafter impose any taxation on

the North American provinces except only such duties as

it might be deemed expedient to impose for the regulation

of commerce proceeded to enact that nothing should

prevent the exemption of any law made for establishing

regulations and prohibitions in relation to commerce As

this was reservation from provincial autonomy the

apparent disjunction of powers is not material to the

language of the constitutional instrument of the Dominion

but the terms disclose the modes of trade control then

practised Such scope of action is clearly necessary to the

nations jurisdiction over trade with other states Only

Parliament can deal with foreign commerce provincial

power cannot in any mode aspect or degree govern it and

it would be anomalous that the jurisdiction to which regula

tion is committed which alone can act and which in this

segment of trade is in substance sovereign should be

powerless to employ such an ordinary measure of control

The remaining question is whether manufacture sale

etc and importation can be taken as severable Having

regard to the purpose of the legislation the restrictions are

undoubtedly intended to be cumulative They are in no

aense dependent upon or involved with each other though

no doubt both are necessary to the complete benefit

AC 222 at 225
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1948 envisaged But distinct in operation and effect they are

REF5RNCE to be taken as enacted distributively and not with the

intention that either all or none should come into force

My answers to the question therefore are
INUSTRY The prohibition of importation of the goods men-

tioned in the section is intra vires of Parliament

The prohibition of manufacture possession and sale is

ultra vires of Parliament

KELLOCK This reference raises the question of the

validity of section 5a of the Dairy Industry Act R.S.C

1927 cap 45 In the consideration of the conflicting con

tentions it is first necessary to determine the true nature and

character of the legislation its pith and substance In

this inquiry the legislative history of the section in ques

tion which goes back to cap 42 of 49 Victoria is relevant

In the preamble to the last mentioned statute it is recited

that Whereas the use of certain substitutes for butter

heretofore manufactured and exposed for sale in Canada is

injurious to health and section provides that

Na oleomargarine butterine or other substitute far butter manu
factured from any animal substance ether tMn milk shall be manufac

ured in Canada sold therein..

It is to be noted that the certain substitutes for butter

heretofore manufactured the manufacture and sale of

which are prohibited are those manufactured from animal

sxbstances other than milk By this language therefore

margarine as distinct from oleomargarine is not affected as

the former is manufactured exclusively from vegetable oils

while oleomargarine has in addition some animal fat

usually beef

Cap 42 of 49 Victoria became cap 100 of R.S.C 1886

but the preamble of the original Act was not continued

and does not reappear in any later legislation Subse

quently by Edward VII cap The Butter Act 1903

was passed section of which prohibits the manufacture

importation or sale of any oleomargarine butterine or

other substitute for butter manufactured wholly or in part

from any fat other than that of milk or cream It is to be
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observed that importation as well as manufacture and sale 1948

became prohibited and the prohibition is no longer limited REFERENcB

AS TO
to substitutes for butter manufactured from animal sub- VALITY OF

stances Accordingly margarine would appear to have

become included in the prohibitions of this legislation INIsTRy

In 1906 by cap. 85 of the Revised Statutes of that year KeikokJ
the General Inspection Act cap 99 of the Revised Statutes

of 1886 the Grain Inspection Act Edward VII cap 15

and the Butter Act of 1903 became consolidated in the

Inspection and Sale Act the provisions formerly consti

tuting the Butter Act becoming part VIII of the Act

Section 298 is in the same terms as section of the 1903

Act the penalty section being section 309

Part VIII of the above Act was repealed by and

Geo cap the Dairy Industry Act 1914 This Act

was entitled an Act to regulate the manufacture .and sale

of dairy products and to prohibit the manufacture or sale

of butter substitutes Its enacting provisions deal with

the matters indicated Section reproduces the sub

stance of section 298 of the 1906 Statute Margarine is

however for the first time expressly mentioned

The legislation of 1927 in substance reproduces the pro
visions of the 1914 Statute but also consolidates therewith

the provisions of 9-10 Edward VII cap 59 the Milk Test

Act and 11-12 Geo cap 28 the Dairy Produce Act
By section oleomargarine is defined as aiy food

substance other than butter of whatever origin source or

composititon which has the appearance of and is prepared

for the same uses as butter This definition therefore

includes margarine

Mr Varcoe argues that the existing legislation is still to

be considered as legislation in the interests of public health

on the basis that when the original prohibitions with

respect to oleomargarine as distinct from margarine were

imposed that was the ground upon which Parliament

expressly proceeded He says the original Act was in no

sense temporary Act and the dropping of the preamble

is immaterial
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1948 In support of this contention reference was made to the

recent decision of the Privy Council Attorney General for

4STO
TE Ontario Canada Temperance Federation where their

SEcTIoN 5a Lordships had to deal with the Canada Temperance Act

OFTHE
DAiRY R.S.C 1927 cap 196 Parts and of that Statute

Acr having had its origin in 1878 It was held that the original

Kelloak Act having been validly passed in the exercise of authority

existing in Parliament at that time and being permanent

and in no sense temporary Act could not be challenged

on the ground that the circumstances the existence of which

justified the legislation in 1878 no longer continued to exist

in 1927 The material provisions of the Act of 1927 were

admittedly identical with those of 1878

As to the matter of public health the Order of Reference

makes no distinction on this basis between margarine and

oleomargarine The Order includes an extract from an

article in the Canadian Medical Association Journal of

August 1947 respecting margarine This article has the

approval of the Department of National Health and Welfare

and is as follows

One factor absent in vegetable oils is Vitamin and if the lack

of this could not be remedied it would seriously weaken the value of

margarine But it is quite easy to add as much Vitamin as is needed

and so make margarine contain more of this Vitamin than the richest

butter Even butter is liable to show seasonal variations in its content

of Vitamin Other vitamins too could be added to margarine such

as Vitamin for example of which butter contains very little As

source of energy margarine and butter are exactly equal

The Order also sets out that by P.C 3044 of October 23

1917 made under the War Measures Act the operation of

section 5a of the Dairy Industry Act was suspended and

that by cap 24 of the Statutes of Canada 1919 2nd Session

provision was made for the manufacture and importation

of oleomargarine until August 31 1920 and for sale

thereof until March 1921 By annual amendments the

permission contained in the 1919 Act was extended to

August 31 1923 in the case of manufacture and importa

tion and to Marchi 1924 in the case of sale It is worthy

of note that the Oleomargarine Act as the Act of 1919

was entitled defines oleomargarine as meaning and in

cluding oleomargarine margarine butterine or any other

A.C 193
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substitute for butter which is manufactured wholly or 1948

in part from any fat or oil other than from milk and cream RCa
which contains no foreign colouring matter and

which does not contain more than sixteen per cent of

water Section is as follows INDUSTRY
Acr

Notwithstanding anything contained in The Dairy Industry Act 1914

chapter seven of the statutes of 1914 or in any other statute or law the
Kellock

manufacture in and importation of oleomargarine into Canada shall be

permitted until the thirty-first day of August one thousand nine hundred

and twenty and the offering for sale the sale and the having in posses

sion for sale of oleomargarine shall be permitted until the first day of

March one thousand nine hundred and twenty-one

During the operation of P.C 3044 and the subsequent

permissive legislation almost 52000000 pounds of the

commodity were manufactured or imported into Canada

Presumably it was shortage in the supply of buttei that

brought about the legislation above mentioned and it is not

to be assumed that in 1919 Parliament was permitting

something injurious to public health On the contrary this

legislation appears to me to be recognition on the part of

Parliament that any basis from the standpoint of public

health which may have existed for the legislation of 1886

had been removed and that the legislation thereafter was to

be regarded as legislation dealing with the production of

and trade in articles of food In fact apart from the con

tention now under consideration the substantial ground

upon which the argument in support of the validity of the

legislation proceeds is that it is justifiable as matter of

national concern with respect to the dairy industry

Whatever may have been the situation in 1886 which

prompted Parliament then to legislate in the interests of

public health think it is plain that at least as early as

1914 margarine and oleomargarine as subject matter of

legislation were dealt with as part of the regulation of the

dairying industry with no element of public health in

volved There never had been any such element so far as

margarine was concerned and in the legislation of 1914

both products were expressly dealt with on the same basis

think therefore that the true nature and character of the

legislation stands thus revealed
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1948 The next contention on the part of the Dominion is that

REFEemcE the legislation cannot be said to be within the authority of

VALIDITY OF
provincial legislature under section 92

In Attorney-General for Canada Attorney-General.for

INDUsTRY Alberta the Privy Council had to consider section

of the Dominion Insurance Act 1910 by which the carrying
KelliookJ on of the business of insurance was prohibited except under

Dominion licence Section 70 made provision for

penalty It was held that the legislation was ultra vires

At page 595 Viscount Haldane said

It will be observed that deprives private individuals of their

liberty to carry on the business of insurance even when that business

is confined within the limits of province It will also be observed that

even provincial company operating within the limits of the province

where it has been incorporated cannot notwithstanding that it may
obtain permission from the authorities of another province operate within

that other province without the licence of the Dominion Minister..

Such an interference with its status appears to their Lordships to inter

fere with its civil rights within the province of incorporation as well as

with the power of the Legislature of every other province to confer

civil rights upon it Private individuals are likewise deprived of civil

rights within their provinces

In the King Eastern Terminal Elevator Co Sir

Lyman Duff said

.euch principle in truth must postulate authority in the Dominion

to assume the regulation of almost any trade in the country provided

it does so by setting up scheme embracing the local as well as the

external and interprovincial trade and regulation of trade according to

the conception of it which governs this legislation includes the regulation

in the provinces of the occupations of those engaged in the trade and

of the local establishments in which it is carried on Precisely the same

thing was attempted in the Insurance Act of 1910 unsuccessfully

In his submission counsel for the Attorney-General sup

ported this branch of his argument on the ground that

single province or all the provinces acting together could

not effect that which is effected by section 5a of the

Dairy Industry Act and that therefore legislative authority

must reside in the Dominion With respect to similar

argument Sir Lyman Duff in the above case said

The other fallacy is.. that the Dominion has no such power

because no single province nor indeed all the provinces acting together

could put into effect such sweeping scheme The authority arises it is

said under the residuary clause because of the necessary limits of the

provincial authority This is precisely the view which was advanced in

the Board of Commerce Case 1922 A.C 191 and indeed is the view

1916 AC 588 at 595 S.C.R 434 447
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which was unsuccessfully put forward in the Montreal Street Railway 1948

Case 1912 A.C 333 where it was pointed out that in system in-

REFERENCE
volving division of powers such as that set up by the British North

AS THE
America Act it may often be that subsiduary legislation by the provinces VALIDITY OF

or by the Dominion is required to give full effect to some beneficial and SECTION 5a
necessary scheme of legislation not entirely within the powers of either.oiu

ACT
In the Board of Commerce case the facts of which

need not be repeated Viscount Haldane said KeliookJ

it is to the Legislatures of the Provinces that the regulation and

restriction of their civil rights have in general been exclusively confided

and as to these the Provincial Legislatures possess quasi-sovereign

authority It can therefore be only under necessity in highly excep
tional circumstances such as cannot be assumed to exist in the present

case that the liberty of the inhabitants of the Provinces may be

restricted by the Parliament of Canada and that the Dominion can

intervene in the interests of Canada as whole in questions such as the

present one For normally the subject-matter to be dealt with in the

case would be one falling within 95

Under section 41 of the Natural Products Marketing

Act 24-25 Geo cap 57 the Dominion Marketing Board

was given power inter alia to prohibit the marketing of

any of the regulated products of any grade quality or class

In giving the judgment of the Privy Council on the Refer
ence concerning the validity of this statute Lord Atkin

said

There can be no doubt that the provisions of the Act cover transac

tions hi any natural product which are completed within the Province
and have no connection with inter-Provincial or export trade It is

therefore plain that the Act purports to affect property and civil rights

in the Province and if not brought within one of the enumerated classes

of subjects in 91 must be beyond the competence of the Dominion

Legislature

On this branch of the argument Mr Varcoe contends that

prohibition of manufacture and sale of an article if within

the jurisdiction of province must fall within section

92 16 rather than 92 13 and in support of this proposi
tion he relies upon Attorney-General of Manitoba Mani
toba Licence Holders Association It was held in that

case that the previous decision in the Local Prohibition

case had been rested upon 92 16 rather than 92 13
But the basis of the decision in the last mentioned case as

thus interpreted was that in legislating with respect to the

suppression of the liquor traffic the object in view is the

1922 A.C 191 at 197 A.C 73 at 79
A.C 377 at 386 A.C 348
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1948 abatement or prevention of local evil rather than the

REFSRENcE regulation of property and civil rights do not think

VALIDITY OF
therefore that the contention finds any support in these

SEcTION 5a authorities It is plain from the authorities already referred
OF TnE DAIRY

INDUSTRY to that interference by the Dominion in the way of pro

hibiting the carrying on of particular business by the

KeiookJ inhabitants of province except upon terms laid down by

the Dominion is an interference with civil rights in the

province subject committed to the provincial legislatures

under section 92 13
It will be convenient at this point to deal with another

ground upon which the legislation is sought to be supported

namely the regulation of trade and commerce within the

meaning of section 91 In the Insurance case

Viscount Haldane said

Their Lordships think that as the result of these decisions it must

now be taken that the authority to legislate for the regulation of trade

and commerce does not extend to the regulation by licensing system

of particular trade in which Canadians would otherwise be free to

engage in the provinces.. No doubt the business of insurance is very

important one which has attained to great dimensions in Canada But

this is equally true of other highly important and extensive forms of

business in Canada which are to-day freely transacted under provincial

authority Where the British North America Act has taken such forms

of business out of provincial jurisdiction as in the case of banking

it has done so by express words which would have been unnecessary had

the argument for the Dominion Government addressed to the Board

from the Bar been well founded

In the Board of Commerce case their Lordships after

pointing out that it may well be that it is within the power

of Parliament to require statistical or other information

went on to say
But even this consideration affords no justification for interpreting

the words of 91 sub-s in fashion which would. make them

confer capacity to regulate particular trades and businesses

The earliest case under section 91 is Citizens Insur

ance Company Parsons where it was laid down that

this power involves regulation relating to general trade and

commerce think the provisions of the legislation here

in question go beyond the general and fail as an attempt

to regulate particular trade or business See also the

Natural Products Reference

1916 A.C 588 at 596 1881-82 A.C 96

A.C 191 at 201 A.C 377 at 387
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Coming to the question of criminal law it is my opinion 1948

that the legislation is not to be supported upon the basis REFERENCE

suggested In the Board of Commerce case Viscount VALIDITY OF

Haldane said at page 199

It quite another thing first to attempt to interfere with class INDUSTRY

of subject committed exclusively to the Provincial Legislature and then

to justify this by enacting ancillary provisions designated as new phases Keflook

of Dominion criminal law..

In the Reciprocal Insurers case Sir Lyman Duff in

delivering the judgment of the Privy Council said

Indeed the claim now advanced is nothing less than this that the

Parliament of Canada can assume exclusive control over the exercise

of any class of civil rights within the Provinces in respect of which

exclusive jurisdiction is given to the Provinces under 92 by the device

of declaring those persons to be guilty of criminal offence who in

the exercise of such rights do not observe the conditions imposed by
the Domim Such procedure cannot their Lorships think be

justified consistently with the governing principles of the Canadian

Constitution as enunciated and established by the judgments of this

Board

The principile of these authorities was again affirmed in

the Proprietary Articles case In the course of his

judgment in that case Lord Atkin said at page 324

Criminal law connotes only the quality of such acts or omissions as

are prohibited under appropriate penal provisions by authority of the

State The criminal quality of an act cannot be discerned by intuition

nor can it be discovered by reference to any standard but one Is the

act prohibited with penal consequences

Lord Atkin lower down on the same page refers to what

was said by Viscount Haldane in the Board of Commerce

case at pp 198-9 of the report the latter part of which

have quoted above and says that the passage was not

intended by the Board as definition but that

in that case their Lordships appear to have been contrasting two

mattersone obviously within the line i.e criminal law the other

obviously outside it

At page 317 Lord Atkin had already said

But one of the questions to be considered is always whether in

substance the legislation falls within an enumerated class of subject or

whether on the contrary in the guise of an enumerated class it is aü

encroachment on an excluded class On this issue the legislative history

may have evidential value

A.C 38 at 340 A.C 310
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1948 And at page 323

REFERENCE .and if Parliament genuinely determines that commercial activities

AS THE which can be so described are to be suppressed in the public interest

VALIDITY OF their Lordships -see -no reason why Parliament should not make them
SECTIoN 5a
OF THE

crimes..

INDUSTRY

ACT

Keliock

Again in Attorney-General for British Columbia Attor

ney General for Canada Lord Atkin said

The only limitation on the plenary power of the Dominion to

determine what shall or shall not be criminal is the condition that

Parliament shall not in the guise of enacting criminal legislation in truth

and in substance encroach on any of the cl-asses of subjects enumerated

in 92.. On the other hand there seems to be nothing to prevent

the Dominion if it thinks fit in the public inter-eat from- applying the

criminal law generally to acts and omissions which so far -are- only

covered by provincial enactments

In the Unemployment and Social insurance Refer

ence Lord Atkin said

It is not necessary that it should be colourable device or

pretence If -on the true view -of the legislation it is found that in

reality in pith and substance the legislation invades civil rights within

the Province o-r in respect of other classes of subjects otherwise

encroaches upon the provincial field the legislation will be invalid To

h-old -otherwise would afford the Do-minion an easy -passage into the

Provincial domain

The argument in support of the present legislation that

It is sufficient that Parliament has unconditionally pro
hibited the acts or -omissions in question with sanctions

to- be applied by the criminal courts by way of fine o-r

imprisonment purporting to be based upon the decision

in t-he Proprietary Articles case -overlooks the first require

ment -as laid down in the case itself viz that it is the true

nature and character of the legislation which is to be

regarded In my opinion the pr-ovisions of section 9127
afford no support for the legislation here in question

Once it is determined that the real object of legislation

is to -advance the interests of one business -or trade by pro

hibiting another it cannot be said in my -opinion tb-at the

legislation is to be justified as genuine determination by

Parliament to suppress commercial -activities in the public

interest The real object of Parliament in -such case is not

the suppression but something else namely the promotion

The c-ontention just mentioned depends in my opinion

upon too literal interpretation of the first passage quoted

AC 368 at 375 19371 AC 355 at 367
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above from the judgment of Lord Atkin in the Proprietary 1948

Articles case taken out of its context What was said by REFERENCE

Duff as he then was in delivering the judgment of the

Privy Council in the Reciprocal Insurers case approvedSEcTioN 5a
OF THE DAIRY

of in the Insurance Reference is appropriate INDUSTRY

In accordance with the principle inherent in these decisions their

Lordshi.ps think it is no longer open to dispute that the Parliament of KellookJ
Canada cannot by purporting to create penal sanctions under 91

head 27 appropriate to itself exclusively field of jurisdiction in which

apart from such procedure it could exert no legal authority and that

if when examined as whole legislation in form criminal is found in

aspects and for purposes exclusively within the provincial sphere to

deal with matters committed to the provinces it cannot be upheld as

valid

It is further argued that while it may be that the prov
inces are not excluded from legislating from the local or

provincial point of view with regard to the matters dealt

with by the legislation here in question nonetheless there

is standpoint from which the Dominion has jurisdiction

under the residuary power given by section 91

Although legislative power on the part of Parliament

may not in any given case be found in any of the

enumerated heads it may of course be nonetheless matter

upon which Parliament may legislate because it concerns

the peace order and good government of Canada if it lie

outside the classes of subjects exclusively assigned to the

provinces But with respect to such matter the exception

from section 92 which is enacted by the concluding words

of section 91 has no applieation In legislating within the

limits of this power Parliament ought to employ the

language of Lord Watson in the Local Prohibition case
to be strictly confined to such matters as are unquestion

ably of Canadian interest and importance and ought not

to trench upon provincial legislation with respect to any of

the classes of subjects enumerated in section 92 Lord

Watson went on to say that

If it were once conceded that the Parliament of Canada has

authority to make laws applicable to the whole Dominion in relation

to matters which in each province are substantially of local or private

interest upon the assumption that these matters also concern the peace
order and good government of the Dominion there is hardly subject

enumerated in 92 upon which it might not legislate to the exclusion of

the provincial legislatures

A.C 328 at 342 A.C 348 at 360

AC 41 at 53
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1948 In describing the area in which Parliament may legislate

REsauzNcE in the exercise of the power under consideration Lord

ASTOTHE tXT

VALIDITY OF
VY auson salu au

SECrIoN 5a Their Lordships do not doubt that some matters in their origin

OTHE
DAIRY

local and provincial might attain such dimensions as to affect the body

Acr politic of the Dominion and to justify the Canadian Parliament in

passing laws for their regulation or abolition in the interest of the

Keilock Dominion But great caution must be observed in distinguishing between

that which is local and provincial and therefore within the jurisdiction

of the provincial legislatures and that which has ceased to be merely

local or provincial and has become matter of national concern in such

sense as to bring it within the jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada

The illustration which Lord Watson then proceeds to give

is significant of the dimensions necessary before the point

is reached which justifies Dominion legislation

In the Canada Temperance Act Viscount Simon in

referring to the point now under discussion said

in their Lordships opinion the true test must be found in the real

subject matter of the legislation if it is such that it goes beyond local

or provincial concern or interests and must from its inherent nature

be the concern of the Dominion as whole as for example in the

Aeronautics case 1932 A.C 54 and the Radio ease 192 A.C 364

then it will fall within the competence of the Dominion Parliament as

matter affecting the peace order and good government of Canada

though it may in another aspect touch on matters specially reserved

to the provincial legislatures War and pestilence no doubt are

instances..

In the Natural Products Reference this court had

to consider similar contention with respect to the legis

lation there in question to which reference has already been

made in this judgment In referring to the language of

Lord Watson in the Local Prohibition case including that

quoted above Duff described that language as care

fully guarded and went on to say at page 419

He does not say that every matter which attains such dimensions

as to effect the body politic of the Dominion falls thetrby within the

introductory matter of section 91 But he said that some matters

may attain such dimensions as to affect the body politic of the Dominion

and as we think the sentence ought to be read having regard to the

context in such manner and degree as may justify the Canadian

Parliament in passing laws for their regulation and abolition. So

in the second sentence he is not dealing with all matters of national

concern in the broadest sense of those words but only those which

are matters of national concern in such sense as to bring them within

the jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada

A.C 193 at 205 S.C.R 398
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Duff went on to point out that there had been only 1948

one case in which the Judicial Committee had held that REFERENCE

legislation with regard to matters which were admittedly

ex facie civil rights within province had by reason of SECTION 5a
OF THE DAIRY

exceptional circumstances acquired aspects and relations TNDUSTEY

bringing them within the ambit of the introductory clause

namely the Fort Frances case In speaking of the Kellook

Board of Commerce case the Chief Justice pointed out that

the statute there in question was supported among other

grounds on the ground that in the year 1919 when it was

enacted the evils of hoarding and high prices in respect

of the necessaries of life had attained such dimensions as

to affect the body politic of Canada Nobody denied the

existence of the evil nobody denied that it was general

throughout Canada nobody denied the importance of

suppressing it nobody denied that it prejudiced and

seriously prejudiced the well being of the people of Canada

as whole or that in loose popular sense of the words it

affected the body politic of Canada nevertheless it was

held that these facts did not constitute sufficient basis for

the exercise of jurisdiction by the Dominion Parliament

under the introductory clause in the manner attempted

The Chief Justice went on to refer to the Snider case

the legislation there in question having been framed for

the purpose of dealing with industrial disputes This

statute was permanent and not temporary act It

authorized the Minister of Labour to take steps to convene

in the case of dispute Board composed of representatives

of employer and employee and nominee of the Minister

Strikes and lockouts were prohibited pending the considera

tion of the Board Duff C.J said that the importance of

the matters dealt with by the statute the fact that the

statute made provision for meeting condition which pre

vailed throughout the whole of Canada and for dealing

with industrial disputes which in many and indeed most

cases would affect people in more than one province the

fact that the machinery provided had proved to be valu

able instrument in the interests of industrial peace were

not disputed but nevertheless the Privy Council negatived

the existence of the general principle that the mere fact

AC 695 A.C 396.

270865
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1948 that Dominion legislation is for the general advantage of

RCE Canada or is such that it will meet mere want which is

felt throughout the Dominion renders it competent if

SEcTION 5a it cannot be brought within the heads enumerated speci
OF TRE DAmY

INDtJSTRY floally in section 91

In my opinion there is nothing appearing in the Order

Kellook of Reference which justifies the legislation here in question

upon the particular ground now under consideration in

the light of the judgment just referred to and the author

ities to which it refers Nor in my opinion is there any
thing inhering in the nature of the matter of the legislation

which can be said to be the concern of the Dominion

therefore think that effect is not to be given to this con

tention on behalf of the Dominion

It is next argued on behalf of the Dominion that the

legislation is to be supported under the provisions Of

section 95 as legislation in relation to agriculture It may
well be the fact that the legislation does directly benefit

section of the population engaged in the business of dairy

ing but in my opinion the legislation is not true legislation

in relation to agriculture As was said by Migneault

in the King Eastern Terminal Elevator Co The
subject matter of the section is not agriculture but product

of agriculture onsidered as an article of trade

am therefore of opinion that insofar as the section here

in question deals with manufacture and sale it is not within

the legislative authority of Parliament Were the pro

visions of the section incapable of severance it would not

be necessary to consider the question of importation In

my opinion however that is not so

Concurrently with the enactment in 1886 of 49 Victoria

cap 42 there ws also enacted cap 37 section by way
of amendment to the Customs Duties Act by which the

importation of oleomargarine butterine and all such

substitutes for butter were prohibited By R.S.C 1886

cap 33 section the above paragraph was amended to

read no oleomargarine buttØrine or other similar sub

stitute for butter shall be imported

In their definitions of butterine English and American

dictionaries of the latter part of the last century and the

SC.R 434 457
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early years of this indicate that that article is combina- 1948

tion of butter and oleomargarine therefore think that REFERENCE

the change in language in the Revised Statute of 1886 did

not effect any change in the substances covered by the pro- SECTION 5a
OFTRE DAIRY

hibition and that butter substitutes of purely vegetable INDUSTRY

origin were not included Accordingly the importation of

margarine as distinct from oleomargarine was not pro- Keiock

hibited by the customs legislation No material change in

this legislation was made down to and including the Cus
toms Tariff Act R.S.C 1927 cap 44 section 14 Schedule

item 1204 In prohibiting the importation of mar
garine therefore section of the Dairy Industry Act is

more comprehensive than the Customs Tariff Act
The question therefore is whether on fair review of the

whole matter it is to be assumed that Parliament had it

been called to its attention when legislating in 1927 that it

could not legislate as to manufacture and sale would have

legislated with respect to importation alone Attorney-
General for Alberta Attorney-General for Canada
In view of the provisions of the Customs Tariff Act by
which Parliament has shown an intention to cover the

larger part of the field think it reasonable to suppose
that Parliament even though it could not deal with manu
facture and sale would have filled up anything lacking in

the Customs Tariff with respect to importation of mar
garine and substitutes for butter of purely vegetable origin

It therefore becomes necessary to consider the question

to importation

In Attorney-General for British Columbia Attorney-
General for Canada Lord Buckmaster pointed out that

customs legislation is enacted for the purpose of taxation

or to protect Canadian industry or for both reasons and
that in either case it is matter within the exclusive com
petence of Parliament as being the raising of revenue or the

regulation of trade and commerce It is obvious that

customs duty enacted for the purpose of protecting Cana
dian industry might be designed to increase the price of the

imported product and thus to improve the competitive posi
tion of local industry or to restrict or to prohibit importa
tion entirely That being so think it follows that Parlia

ment may prohibit not only by prohibitory tariff but by

1947 A.C 5O at 518 A.C 222

2708653
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1948
express legislation and that in either case the authority so

REFERENCE to legislate is to be found in head section 91 do not

think that anything said by Lord Watson in the Local

SECTION 5a Prohibition case stands in the way In enacting pro
OF THE DAIRY

INDusTRY hibitory legislation with respect to importation in order

A.cp to protect Canadian industry Parliament is conserving

Kellock that industry In the present instance think the legisla

tion is to be upheld as having been enacted from the aspect

of the conservation of the dairy industry against foreign

competition

My answer to the question is that section 5a of the

Dairy Industry Act R.S.C 1927 cap 45 is ultra vires the

Parliament of Canada as to manufacture and sale but intra

vires as to importation

ESTEY In this reference the validity of sec 5a of

the Dairy Industry Act R.S.C 1927 ch 45 as competent

Dominion legislation is questioned Sec 5a reads as

follows

No person shall

Manufacture import into Canada or offer sell or have in his

possession for sale any oleomargarine margarine butterine or

other substitute for butter manufactured wholly or in part from

any fat other than that of milk or cream

brief historical review of this legislation in view of the

various submissions is desirable The first legislation

enacted by the Parliament of Canada relative to oleomar

garine was in 1886 An Act to prohibit the Manufacture

and Sale of certain substitutes for Butter of 1886

ch 42 which reads as follows

Whereas the use of certain substitutes for butter heretofore manu

factured and exposed for sale in Canada is injurious to health and it

is expedient to prohibit the manufacture and sale thereof Therefore Her

Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of

Commons of canada enacts as follows

No oleomargarine butterine or other substitute for butter manu

factured from any animal substance other than milk shall be manu

factured in Canada or sold therein and every person who contravenes

the provisions of this Act in any manner whatsoever shall incur penalty

not exceeding four hundred dollars and not less than two hundred dollars

and in default of payment shall be liable to imprisonment for term

not exceeding twelve months and not less than three months

A.C 348 at 363
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In the consolidation of 1886 this preamble was not car-
1948

ned forward and the wbove sec constituted the entire Act

R.S.C 1886 ch 100 until 1906 when it was repealed

of 1907 oh 43 sec 4also page IX Vol R.S.C.SEcTI0N5a
OF THE DAIRY

1906 INDUSTRY

In 1903 Parliament passed The Butter Act of 1903
ch and notwithstanding that the legislation of 1886 ESteYJ

prohibiting manufacture and sale was in force R.S.C 1886
ch 100 and so remained until the consolidation of 1906
and the Customs Duties Acts amendment of 1886 of

1886 ch 37 sec prohibiting the importation of these

products was then in force there was included in sec of

The Butter Act in 1903 prohibition of the importation

manufacture and sale of oleomargarine butterine and butter

substitutes

The enactment of 1903 made no reference to either of

the 1886 statutes and in the result both those of 1886 and

that of 1903 remained in force until the revision of 1906

In the revision of 1906 The Butter Act of 1903 was

incorporated into Part VIII under the heading Dairy
Products of an Act entitled An Act respecting the Inspec

tion and Sale of certain Staple Commodities R.S.C 1906

ch 85 Sec of the 1903 Act was carried forward in

identical language as sec 298 in the revision of 1906 R.S.C
1906 ch 85 sec 298 and is identical in language with

sec 5a here in question except that in the latter the word

margarine added of 1914 ch is included after

the word oleomargarine

Sec 5a as included in the Dairy Industry Act is but

portion of the prohibitions restrictions and regulations

designed to protect the dairy industry and to regulate the

manufacturing and marketing of dairy products The

statute as whole specifically provides against the adultera

tion and dilution of these products and authorizes the

Governor in Council to make regulations prescribing

standards of quality and the classification grading and other

matters in respect of such products

The material included in the record of this reference

indicates that not only have oleomargarine and margarine
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1948 been accepted as articles of food since some time after the

RE1EwcE discovery of the original formula in 1867 in many parts of
ASTOTRE

VALIDITTOF the world including Great Britain and the United States

that in Canada during the First Great War the legis

hT8TUY lation prohibiting their importation manufacture and sale

was suspended and from December 1917 to September 30

1923 over thirty-one million pounds were manufactured

and over twenty million pounds were imported into this

cOuntry It also includes published statement approved

of by the Department of Public Health which reads in part
as source of energy margarine and butter are exactly

equal It follows that the statement in the preamble of

1886 that the use of certain substitutes forbutte.r is

injurious to health in so far as it may refer to oleomar

garine and margarine has no foundation in fact The fore

going together with the deletion of this preamble in the

consolidation of 1886 the repeal of the statute itself in 1906

the inclusion of the prohibition against importation in the

1903 enactment and the incorporation thereof into statute

relative to the butter industry and the subsequent legisla

tion would indicate that Parliament has since at least 1903

been legislating without regard to the statement contained

in the preamble of 1886 Under all of these circumstances

this preamble cannot be regarded as either basis for or

the construction of the present legislation

In considering the validity of sec 5a it is convenient

to deal first with the prohibition of the manufacture and

sale of these products

The prohibition of the manufacture and sale in sec 5a
directly interferes with the freedom of individuals and

corporate bodies to engage in the business of manufacturing

or selling the specified food products including oleomar

garine and margarine As such it is legislation in relation

to property and civil rights within the meaning of sec

92 13 with respect to which the provinces have the exclu

sive right to legislate unless the legislation in question may
be held to be competent Dominion legislation within the

other provisions of the B.N.A Act
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On behalf of the Dominion it is contended that sec 5a
is competent Dominion legislation under

Sec 91 The regulation of Trade and Corn-

merce SEcTION 5a
OF THE DAIRY

Sec 9127 The Criminal Law INDUSTRY

Peace Order and good Government within the

meaning of the opening paragraph of sec 91 E8teYJ

Sec 95 in relation to Agriculture

This legislation in relation to specific trade or industry

is not competent Dominion legislation within the meaning

of sec 912 In 1881 the Privy Council held provincial

legislation respecting fire insurance contracts valid As to the

contention that such came under sec 91 Sir Montague

Smith stated the regulation of trade and commerce

does not comprehend the power to regulate by legislation

the con tracts of particular business or trade

Citizens Ins Co of Canada Parsons Expressions to

similar effect are found in A.-G for Canada A.-G for

Alberta Dominion Insurance Act 1910 Board of

Commerce Case Toronto Electric Commissioners

Snider

In The King Eastern Terminal Elevator Co the

provisions of the Grain Act 1912 Geo ch 27 as

amended by 10 Geo ch 40 sec and in particular

sec 95 were considered The importance of the grain

trade and the desirability of the benefits sought by the

legislation including the protection of the external trade

in grain were not questioned nevertheless the legislation

was held to be ultra vires

Then in the Natural Products Marketing Act Case

it was held that Dominion legislation with respect to the

marketing of natural products was ultra vires notwith

standing the emphasis laid upon those parts of the Act

whiöh dealt with inter-provincial and export trade The

Privy Council stated But the regulation of trade and

commerce does not permit the regulation of individual forms

1881-82 A.C 96 at 113 1922 AC 191 Cam 253

Cam 267 at 281 A.C 396 Cam 363

i916 AC 588 at 596 i925 S.C.R 434

Cam 63 at 70 A.C 377
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1948 of trade or commerce confined to the Province and

REFERENCE adopted the language of Duff C.J in this Court Natural
ASTOTHE

VxnITyoF Products Marketing Case in which he stated

JDA
Parliament cannot acquire jurisdiction to deal in the sweeping way

INDusTRY in which these enactments operate with such local and provincial matters

Acr by legislating at the same time respecting external and initerprovincial

trade and committing the regulation of external and interprovincial trade

and the regulation of trade which is exclusively local and of traders and

producers engaged in trade which is exclusively local to the same

authority

See also Shannon Lower Mainland Dairy Products

Board

Moreover by its express terms this section prohibits

rather than regulates the manufacture and sale and as

pointed out by the Privy Council in Municipal Corporation

of City of Toronto Virgo there is vast difference

between the two in that power to regulate and govern

seems to imply the continued existence of that which is to

be regulated or governed See also A.-G for Ontario

A.-G for Dominion Whether therefore the legislation

be regarded as part of an enactment to protect and regulate

the dairy industry or as merely prohibitory in character

it is in either event not competent Dominion legislation

within the meaning of sec 912 The regulation of Trade

and Commerce

It is then contended that as any infraction of the prohibi

tions under sec 5a constitutes an offence for which penal

ties are provided under sec 10 of the Dairy Industry Act

that this is valid criminal legislation within the meaning of

sec 9127 This contention is based upon the oft-quoted

statement that the phrase criminal law is used in sec

9127 in its widest sense A.-G for Ontario Hamilton

Street Rly and .the language of Lord Atkin in Pro

prietary Articles Trade Assoc A.-G for Canada Com
bines Investigation Act

for the domain of criminal jurisprudence can only be ascertained

by examining what acts at any particular period are declared by the State

S.C.R 398 at 412 A.C 348 at 363

A.C 708 Cam 481 at 493

A.C 88 at 93 A.C 524 Cam 600

A.C 310 at 324
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to be crimes and the only common nature they will be found to posses 1948

is that they are prohibited by the State and that those who commit
REFERENCE

them are punished AS TO THE
VALIDITY OF

This statement must be construed in relation to its context SECTION 5a
and the legislation under consideration It was there the
Combines Investigation Act R.S.C 1927 ch 26 under ACT

which the combines affected are defined as those which
EsteyJ

have operated or are likely to operate to the detriment or

against the interest of the public or as Lord Atkin stated

at 323 Plaxton 65 The substance of the Act is by

to define and by 32 to make criminal combines which

the legislature in the public interest intends to prohibit

In 1937 Lord Atkin in A.-G for B.C A.-G for Canada

Sec 498A of the Cr Code referred to his judgment

in Proprietary Articles Case in these words

The basis of that decision is that there is no other Criterion of

wrongness than the intention of the Legislature in the public interest

to prohibit the act or omission made criminal

In both of these cases the legislation was held to be com

petently enacted under sec 9127 While in the latter

intent to do wrong and that all of the public be immedi

ately affected were negatived as essentials to the constitu

tion of crime both cases emphasize that Parliament in

enacting criminal law is acting in the public interest This

last phrase is significant in relation to the limitation sug

gested in both cases upon the power of .the Parliament of

Canada which in the latter is expressed as follows

The only limitation on the plenary power of the Dominion to

determine what shall or shall not be criminal is the condition that

Parliament shall not in the guise of enacting criminal legislation in truth

and in substance encroach on any of the classes of subjects enumerated

in 92 It is no objection t.hat it does in fact affect them

See also Toronto Electric Commissioners Snider supra

The limitation here referred to is illustrated in A.-G for

Canada A.-G for Alberta Dominion Insurance Act

1910 and A.-G for Ontario Reciprocal Insurers

where it was determined that legislation prohibiting the

carrying on of certain types of insurance business without

licence from the Dominion was ultra vires the Dominion

Parliament whether or not the prohibition and penalty

A.C 368 at 375 AC 328 Cam 334

1916 A.C 588 Cam 63
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1948 were contained in the insurance legislation itself or em
Raws bodied in the Criminal Code Speaking relative to the

VAUDITYOF amendment to the Criminal Code in the Reciprocal Insurers

SECTION 5a Case the Privy Council stated at 339 Cam 343
OF THE DAIIZY

TRY
It is not seriously disputed that the purpose and effect of the amend

ment in question are to give compulsory force to the regulative measures

Estey of the Insurance Act and their Lordships think it not open to controversy

that in purpose and effect 508c is measure regulating the exercise of

civil rights

And atp 3422 Cam 344
In accordance with the principle inherent in these decisions their

Lordships think it is no longer open to dispute that the Parliament of

Canada cannot by purporting to create penal sanctions under 91

head 27 appropriate to itself exclusively field of jurisdiction in which

apart from such procedure it could exert no legal authority and that

if when examined as whole legislation in form criminal is found in

aspects and for purposes exclusively within the Provincial sphere to

deal with matters committed to the Provinces it cannot be upheld as

valid

These authorities emphasize again that secs 91 and 92

must be read and construed together and that it is the sub

stance as distinguished from the form of the legislation that

in each case must be considered The legislation here in

question does not disclose that the prohibitions were

enacted in the pUblic interest in the sense in which that

phrase is used in the foregoing authorities It rather

appears that those in see were as well as many other

prohibitions in the Dairy Industry Act enacted for the

purpose of protecting and regulating that industry These

prohibitions as already stated prevented citizens engaging

in the manufacture and sale of these specified food prod

ucts As such the legislation is in relation to property and

civil rights and therefore within the legislative competence

of the provinces Legislation so enacted is ultra vires the

Dominion and it does not become intra vires by the inclu

sion therein of offences and penalties for the purpose of

giving coercive and compulsory effect to its provisions The

enactment of such offen.ces and penalties though in form

criminal is not in relation to criminal law within the mean

ing of sec 9127 and is therefore not competent Dominion

legislation under that heading It was no doubt that the

provinces might have the power to enact compulsory and

coercive provisions and thereby give force and effect to
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legislation enacted in relation to matters assigned to them

that sec 9215 was included in the B.N.A Act which REFERENCE

enabled the provinces to impose punishment by fine

penalty or imprisonment for enforcing any law of the SEcnow 5a
OFTHEDAIRY

province INDUSTRY

It was submitted that sec 5a was competent Dominion

legislation under the peace order and good government Estey

clause of sec 91 that while within the provisions of sec 92

the provinces might prohibit manufacture and sale in

purely local matter from provincial poin.t of view the

Dominion possessed in addition thereto Dominion power

to prohibit and thereby deal with such matters as inter-

provincial trade This contention appears to be answered

by Duff later Chief Justice in The King Eastern

Terminal Elevator Co where he stated

The other fallacy is .that the Dominion has such power because

no single province nor indeed all the provinces acting together could

put into effect such sweeping scheme The authority arises it is said

wider the residuary clause because of the necessary limits of the provin

eiai authority This is precisely the view which was advanced in the

Board of Commerce Case 1922 A.C 191 and indeed is the view

which was unsuccessfully put forward in the Montreal Street Railway Case

1912 A.C 333 where it was pointed out that in system involving

division of powers such as that set up by the British North America Act
it snay often be that subsidiary legislation by the provinces or by the

Dominion is required to give full effect to some beneficial and necessary

scheme of legislation not entirely within the powers of either

Moreover even if such power of prohibition did exist

sec 5a does not purport to be enacted in relation to inter-

provincial trade or any aspect in relation to manufacture

and sale other than direct prohibition of the exercise of

civil rights within the provinces

Neither can this legislation be supported on the basis

that it is for the protection of an industry that has attained

such dimensions or is of such national concern as to give

to the Dominion jurisdiction to validly enact it under

the peace order and good government clause of sec 91

In the Liquor License Case Lord Watson gave

expression to the possibility of the Parliament of Canada

enacting such legislation

Their Lordahips do not doubt that some matters in their origin

local and provincial might attain such dimensions as to affect the body

S.C.R 434 at 448 A.C 348 at 361

Cam 481 at 492
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1948 politic of the Dominion and to justify the Canadian Parliament in

passing laws for their regulation or abolition in the interest of the
REFEBENCE

AS TO THE
Dominion But great caution must be observed in distinguishing between

VALIDITY OF that which is local and provincial and therefore within the jurisdiction

SECTIoN 5a of the provincial legislatures and that which has ceased to be merely

OF THE DAIRY local or provincial and has become matter of national concern in such
INDUSTRY

sense as to bring it within the jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada

EsteyJ The nature and scope of such legislation was considered

by Chief Justice Duff in the judgment of this Court in

Natural Products Marketing Act adopted and described

by the Privy Council as the locus classicus of the law in

A.-G for Canada A.-G for Ontario Labour Conventions

Case Chief Justice Duff commented upon the care

fully guarded language of Lord Watson and reviewed the

Board of Commerce Case supra and Toronto Electric

Commissioners Snider supra In both of these the legis

lation was in respect of admittedly important matters that

obtained throughout the Dominion and affected the people

of Canada as whole In both of these cases it was con

tended that the legislation was valid under the peace order

and good government clause of sec 91 yet -the legislation

in both was held by the Privy Council to be ultra vires the

Parliament of Canada

This Court held the Natural Products Marketing Act

1934 ultra vires of the Dominion Duff at 426

stated

this statute -attempts and indeed professes to regulate in the prov

inces of Canada by the instrumentality of commission or commissions

appointed under the authority of the statute trade in individual commodi

ties and -c-lasses of commodities The powers of regulation vested in the

commissions extend to external trade and matters connected therewith and

to trade in -matters of interprovincial concern but also to trade which

is entirely local and of purely I-a-cal concern

Regulation of individual trades or trades in individual commodities

in this sweeping fashion is not competent to the Parliament of Canada..

This decision was affirmed by the Privy Council in

A.-G for B.C A.-G for Canada It is of interest

to note that the Natural Products Marketing Act contained

prohibition in the following language
to regulate the time and place at which and to designate

the agency through which the regulated product shall be marketed

to determine the -manner of distribution the quantity and

quality grade or class of the regulated product that shall be

S.C.R 398

AC 326

A.C 377
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marketed by any person at any time and to prohibit the 1948

marketing of any of the regulated product of any grade quality REFEN
or class

AS TO THS
VALiDITY OF

In the Privy Council as in this Court it was emphasized SEIoN 5a
that the Natural Products Marketing Act was beyond the OTHS

DAIRY

legislative competence of the Dominion because though Aci

it might affect provincial and export trade it covered EstJ
transactions in any natural product which are completed
within the Province and have no connection with inter-

Provincial or export trade

In The King Eastern Terminal Elevator Co supra
it was contended that the Grain Act was competent

Dominion legislation under the peace order and good gov
ernment clause both because it dealt with export trade

and because no single province possessed the authority to

deal adequately with the subject Nevertheless the legisla

tion was held ultra vires the Dominion because it sought

to regulate storage of grain in and the business of operating

elevators

It would therefore appear that this industry cannot be

classified as unquestionably of Canadian interest and

importance as stated by Lord Watson in the Liquor

License Case supra nor within the language of Viscount

Haldane in the Board of Commerce Case

It is to the Legislatures of the Provinces that the regulation and

istriction of their civil rights have in general been exclusively confided
and as to these the Provincial Legislatures possess quasi-sovereign

authority It can therefore be only under necessity in highly exceptional

circumstances such as cannot be assumed to exist in the present case
that the liberty of the inhabitants of the Provinces may be restricted by
the Parliament of Canada and that the Dominion can intervene in the

interests of Canada as whole in questions such as the present one

Nor does it appear that the language of Viscount Simon
in A.-G for Ontario Canada Temperance Federation

in any way alters or affects the jurisdiction of the Parlia

ment of Canada Viscount Simon stated

In their Lordships opinion the true test must be found in the real

subject matter of the legislation if it is such that it goes beyond local

or provincial concern or interests and must from its inherent nature be

the concern of the Dominion as whole as for example in the

Aeronautics case and the Radio case then it will fall within the com

1922 AC 191 197 A.C 193 at 205
Cam 253 at 258
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1948 petence of the Dominion Parliament as matter affecting the peace

REFaENCE
order and good government of Canada though it may in another aspect

TOTHZ
touch on matters specially reserved to the provincial legislatures

VnmITY OF

SECTION 5a His reference to the Aeronautics and Radio cases and the

oFrE
DAIRY

oft-quoted illustrations of war and pestilence the drink or

Acr drug traffic or the carrying of arms together with his

ESYJ express words Their Lordships have no intention in

deciding the present appeal of embarking on fresh dis

quisition as to relations between ss 91 and 92 of the British

North America Act clearly indicate that the Privy

Council was laying down no new rule or principle in this

judgment affirming the decision of Russell The Queen

The importance of the dairy industry in the economy of

Canada was not questioned Nor were the statements to

the effect that in the grazing season surplus of milk is

realized that must be disposed of in the manufacture of

dairy products that some provinces produce surplus of

butter while others must import portion of their require

ments These together with those factors of climate that

make the conduct of this industry relatively expensive are

of themselves not sufficient in normal conditions to justify

the conclusion that the dairy industry has attained such

dimensions as to give it Dominion aspect and thereby

bring it within the legislative competence of the Parliament

of Canada under the peace order and good government

clause of sec 91 as interpreted by the foregoing authorities

If the dairy industry itself has not attained such dimen

sions as to give it Dominion aspect sec cannot be

accepted as competent Dominion legislation in relation

thereto

The Dairy Industry Act apart from sec 5a through

out the hearing of this reference has been accepted as

competent Dominion public health legislation under the

peace order and good government clause of sec 91 The

products mentioned in sec 5a particularly those to

which our attention has been directed being not injurious

to health that section cannot constitute valid public health

legislation It follows that in neither of these aspects can

sec 5a be accepted as competent Dominion legislation

under the opening paragraph of sec 91

1881-82 A.C 829
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Nor can sec 5a be accepted as legislation enacted 1948

the Dominion in relation to agriculture in all or any of the REFERENCE

provinces within the meaning of sec 95 of the B.N.A Act
As already stated oleomargarine and margarine are vege-

SECTION 5a
table oil compounds Legislation with respect to their 01INDUSTRT

manufacture and sale is not legislation in relation to agri-
ACT

culture In Lower Mainland Dairy Products Crystal EsteyJ

Dairy Ltd the Province of British Columbia enacted

legislation under which the sale of milk was regulated The
contention that this was legislation in relation to agriculture

was not maintained because it did not appear in any way
to interfere with the agricultural operations of the farmers

In The King Eastern Terminal Elevator Co supra
it was contended that the legislation relative to the sale of

grain was legislation in relation to agriculture Mr Justice

Mignault disposed of this contention

.the subject matter of the Act is not agriculture but product of

agriculture considered as an article of trade

The prohibition of the importation manufacture and
sale of these manufactured food products might compete
with or affect the sale of dairy products but it does not

interfere with the farmers in their agricultural operations

within the meaning of sec 95

The prohibition of importation unlike that of manufac

ture and sale is not in relation to any of th.e matters

assigned exclusively to the provinces It is rather matter

of external trade in relation to which the Parliament of

Canada possesses legislative authority under sec 91

The regulation of Trade and Commerce
It would appear to result from these decisions that the regulation

of trade and commerce does embrace the regulation of external trade
and the regulation of interprovincial trade and such ancillary legislation

as may be necessarily incidental to the exercise of such powers Per

Duff C.J.C in Natural Products Marketing Act

The Parliament of Canada may also enact Customs
Duties under sec 913 The raising of Money by any
Mode or System of Taxation

The imposition of customs duties upon goods imported into any
country may have many objects it may be designed to raise revenue
or to regulate trade and commerce by protecting native industries or it

1933 A.C 168 1936 S.Q.R 398 at 410
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1948 may have the two-fold purpose of attempting to secure both ends in

either ease it is power reserved to the Dominion Per Lord Buck
REFERENCS
ASTOTHE

master in A.-G of B.C A.-G of Canada

VALIDITY OF

SEcrIoN 5a The attainment of the regulation of trade and corn

OF1THEDAIRYmerce by the imposition of customs duties necessarily

AcT involves restriction upon importation which increases as

Estey the duty is raised The difference between the imposition

of duty and complete prohibition is therefore but one of

degree rather than principle The enactment of embargoes

and prohibitions the latter often included in customs legis

lation has been recognized practice in matters of external

trade not only in this but in other countries The Parlia

ment of Canada in legislating under one of the enumerated

heads or under the peace order and good government clause

of sec 91 does so as fully sovereign state and upon the

basis of the principle underlying t.he decision of Croft

Dunphy Parliament possesses the power to enact such

legislation under sec 912
The considerations that support prohibition of iinpor

tation for the regulation and protection of native industry

must often be quite different from those of manufacture and

sale even if both be effected toward the attainment of the

same end Each has distinct and separate significance

the one affecting external the other domestic trade In this

particular case the vegetaible oils which enter into the manu

factüre of oleomargarine and margarine are largely imported

Moreover these manufactured products are produced in

large quantities in other countries and when the legislation

was suspended as hereinbefore stated considerable quan

tity was imported

Parliament in 1886 placed the prohibition of importation

in the CustomsAct of 1886 ch 37 where it has since

remained with some amendments and is now found in sec

214 of the Customs Tariff Act R.S.C 1927 oh 44 Item

1204 of Sch It was not until 1903 that the prohibition

of importation was also included in The Butter Act of

1903 oh When in the 1914 legislation supra the pro

hibition of margarine was enacted and though not included

in the Customs Tariff Act it was for the attainment of the

AC 222 at 225 A.C 156

Cam 331 333
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same end and competent Dominion legislation under sec 1948

912 The foregoing indicates that not only has the pro- REFERENCE

hibition of importation separate and independent sig-

nificance from that of manufacture and sale but that to SEcrlolc 5a
0FTHEDAmY

some extent Parliament has so regarded it It is therefore TNDTJSTRY

but reasonable to assume that Parliament would have

enacted prohibition against importation even if it could Estey

not have competently included prohibition against the

manufacture and sale of these products Reference Re
Alberta Bill of Rights

That legislation so enacted may affect matters assigned

exclusively to the provinces does not constitute valid

objection unless it be determined that such is colourable

as that word has been so often used There appears to be

no reason to so conclude in this instance It would therefore

appear that the prohibition of importation as enacted in

sec 5a is competent Dominion legislation

My answer to the question submitted is that sec 5a
of the Dairy Industry Act R.S.C 1927 ch 45 is intra vires

the Parliament of Canada in so far as it prohibits the

importation of the products mentioned but ultra vires in

so far as it prohibits the manufacture sale offering or having

in possession for sale the specified products

LOCKE The first ground urged by counsel for the

Dominion in support of the contention that section 5a
of the Dairy Industry Act cap 45 R.S.C 1927 is intra

vires Parliament is that it is legislation in relation to

criminal law and thus reserved to Parliament by section 91

27 of the British North America Act

While the section prohibits inter alia the manufacture

importation into Canada or sale of margarine as well as

oleomargarine it is only the latter word that is defined by
section The definition is however sufficiently broad to

include margarine which according to the statement of

facts contained in the order of reference is straight vege
table oil compound while oleomargarine contains in addi

tion an animal fat On the afgument addressed to us

emphasis was laid upon the fact that when the Act to

prohibit the Manufacture and Sale of certain substitutes

1947 D.L.R at 11

74866
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for Butter was enacted in 1886 the preamble recited that

asscn the use of certain substitutes for butter heretofore manu

VALIDITY OF
factured and exposed for sale in Canada is injurious to

SEIOISahealth and it is expedient to prohibit the manufacture and

INDUSTRY sale thereof This it is said affords clear indication that

the legislation as originally enacted was for the purpose of

LockeJ safeguarding the health of the public generally and thus

within field where Parliament might act under heading 27

of section 91 It is said that the prohibition in the Dairy

Industry Act as it now stands is in effect simply reenact

ment of the original prohibition contained in the statute

of 1886 and reliance is placed upon passage in the judg

ment of Viscount Simon in Attorney-General for Ontario

Canada Temperance Federation wherein it was said

It was not contended that if the Act of 1878 was valid when it was

enacted it would have become invalid later on by change of cir

cumstances but it was submitted that as that Act and the Act of 1886

have been repealed the Act of 1927 was new legislation and consequently

circumstances must exist in 1927 to support the new Act

and again
Their Lordships do not find it necessary to consider the true effect

either of or of the Act of 1924 for the revision of the Statutes

of Canada for they cannot agree that if the Act of 1878 was constitu

tionally within the powers of the Dcmiinion Parliament it could be

successfully contended that the Act of 1927 which replaced it was ultra

vires

We are informed by the statement of facts that both

oleomargarine being product containing some animal fat

and margarine product made in part of vegetable oils

and other healthful and harmless ingredients are equally as

nutritious as butter and it is common ground that neither

is iæjurioi.is to health The recited statement in the pre

amble to chapter 42 of the Statutes of 1886 relating to

oleomargarine is no longer true as to margarine the

preamble did not refer to it or other products which did

not contain animal fats so that the contention which may
be advanced in favour of the prohibition of the manufacture

of oleomargarine has no relevancy to the position of the

product margarine

It cannot in my opinion be successfully contended

that if the real purpose of the prohibition of the import-

16 Ac 193 at 207
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ation manufacture or sale of these products was the pro-
1948

tection of the general health of the public the Dominion REFSRENCB

might not properly legislate There can now be no such

purpose so that if the legislation in respect of oleomargarine SECTI0NDSa

is to be supported on that ground it must be upon the basis

that it is the validity of the prohibition as originallyenacted

in 1886 that we are to consider and that in the absence Locke

of any evidence that oleomargarine containing animal fat

was not injurious to the health at that time it should be

assumed that the prohibition contained in that statute was

for the assigned purpose and therefore supportable as

valid exercise of the powers of Parliament The above

quoted statement in he judgment in the Canada Tern

perance Federation case is to be contrasted with that of

Viscount Haldane in Fort Frances Pulp and Paper Company

Manitoba Free Press which appears to me to con

flict with it It may be noted that the judgment of the

Judicial Committee in the Canada Temperance Federation

case does not refer to the Manitoba Free Press ease

have come to the conclusion that this phase of the question

is to be determined without regard to the legislation of

1886 When the Butter Act 1903 was enacted the prohi

bition as contained in the statute and the Revised Statutes

of 1886 was altered so that it read
No person shall manufacture import into Canada or offer sell or

have in his possession for sale any oleomargarine butterine or other

substitute for butter manufac$ured wholly or in part from any fat other

than that of milk or cream

and the Act contained no recital that butter substitutes so

manufactured were injurious to health The absence of

any such recital or of any reference to the protection of

the public health means in my opinion that by the year

1903 at least it was publicly recognized that oleomargarine

containing animal fat was not harmful and that the prohi
bition could no longer be justified on that ground and the

product was grouped with all other substitutes for butter

and its importation and manufacture prohibited for the

purpose of protecting those engaged in the dairy industry

think therefore that oleomargarine and margarine which

A.C 695 at 706

270866t
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1948 was first mentioned by name when the Dairy Industry Act

REFERENCE was enacted in 1914 are on the same footing and that the

VALmITYOF
recital in the statute of 1886 does not affect the matter

In Proprietary Articles Trade Association Attorney

INDUSTRY General of Canada in considering whether the Corn

_I bines Investigation Act R.S.C 1927 cap 36 and section

ockeJ 498 of the Criminal Code were ultra vires the Parliament of

Canada Lord Atkin approving what had been said there

tofore in Attorney-General for Ontario Hamilton Street

Railway Company that criminal law means the

criminal law in its widest sense said that criminal law con

notes only the quality of such acts or omissions as are

prohibited under appropriate penal provisions by authority

of the state and that the criminal quality of an act can be

discovered by reference to one standard only namely

is the act prohibited with penal consequences Here the

manufacture importation selling or having in possession of

oleomargarine and margarine are prohibited with penal

consequences However as pointed out in later passage

of the judgment The contrast is with matters which are

merely attempts to interfere with Provincial rights and are

sought to be justified under the head of criminal law

colourably and merely in aid of what is in substance an

encroachment this being the ground upon which the

Board had acted in the Board of Commerce Act case

The fact that Parliament has declared that the manufac

ture importation and sale of healthful nutritious food is

crime does not relieve us of the necessity of inquiring into

the real nature of this legislation The determination of

that question does not turn on the language used by Parlia

ment but on the provisions of the Imperial Statute of 1867

Union Colliery Company Bryden Attorney-

General for Manitoba Attorney-General for Canada

It may be observed that if it is within the power of the

Dominion to prohibit the manufacture and sale of this

valuable and harmless article of food in the provinces of

Canada by the simple expedient of declaring these acts to

be criminal offences Parliament might with equal force

19311 A.C 310 at 324 A.C 580 at 587

1903 A.C 524 AC 561

1922 AC 191
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prohibit the production and sale of milk or the keeping of 1948

cattle or the growing of wheat or the manufacture of flour REFERENCE

In my opinion this is not in pith and substance criminal

legislation and if it cannot be supported on other grounds SEcnoga
to sustain it as .such would be to permit the Dominion to OFIT
invoke heading 27 of section 91 in aid of clear encroach-

ment upon the Provincial field Locke

Counsel for the Dominion further argued that the legis-

lation may be supported under heading of section 91 as

being legislation for the regulation of trade and commerce

In the Reference re Natural Products Market Act

1934 Sir Lyman Duff C.J after summarizing the

authorities said that the regulation of trade and commerce

does not comprise in the sense in which it is used in section

91 the regulation of particular trades or ccupations or of

particular kind of business such as the insurance business

in the provinces or the regulation of trade in particular

commodities or classes of commodities in so far as it is local

in the provincial sense while on the other hand it does

embrace the regulation of external trade and the regulation

of interprovincial trade and such ancillary legislation as

may be necessarily incidental to the exercise of such powers
In that case the Act under consideration provided for the

establishment of Dominion Marketing Board to regulate

the marketing of specified natural products By sec

the Board was invested with power
to regulate the time and place at which and to designate the

agency through which the regulated product shall be marketed to deter

mine the manner of distribution the quantity and quality grade or

class of the regulated product that shall be marketed by any person

at any time and to prohibit the marketing of any of the regulated product

of any grade quality or class

and the word marketed was defined as embracing buying

and selling shipping for sale or storage and offering for

sale As in the present case the legislation admittedly

affected civil rights and interfered with controlled and

regulated the exercise in every one of the provinces of the

civil rights of the people In support of the legislation it

was contended that it was within the competence of Parlia

ment not only upon the ground that it was legislation for

the regulation of trade and commerce but also that it was

S.C.R 398
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1948 competent under the general authority to make laws for

the peace order and good government of Canada within

VALIDióF the introductory clause of section 91 In the judgment

SEcTION 5a finding against both of these contentions the learned Chief
OF THE DAIRY

INDIYSmY Justice pointed out that the statute attempted to regulate

f. in the provinces of Canada by the instrumentality of

Locke commission or commissions appointed under the authority

of the statute trade in individual commodities and classe

of commodities that the powers of regulation vested in the

commissions extended to external trade and matters con
nected therewith and to trade in matters of interprovincial

concern but also to trade which was entirely local and of

purely local concern and that the regulation of individual

trades and trades in individual commodities in this sweep

ing fashion was not competent to Parliament In my
opinion this decision which was confirmed on appeal

is conclusive upon this aspect of the present case

can see no sound distinction between statute which

prohibits or regulates the buying seling or offering

for sale of natural product and one which assumes to

prohibit the manufacture of articles of food from natural

product Apart from precedent it is my opinion that it was

never contemplated by the scheme of Confederation that

Parliament should in matter which is so largely of local

or private nature interfere with the property and civil rights

of the inhabitants of the various provinces At the present

time it is common ground that due to circumstances quite

beyond the control either of the Dominion or Provincial

goernments the price of butter is high and there is

scarcity The scarcity differs in the different provinces of

Canada in some more butter is manufactured than is

required for local use while in others the reverse is the case

The growing of soya beans sunflowers and other natural

products used in the manufacture of vegetable oils affords

to the residents of the provinces what is at least in Canada

comparatively new source of income which the legislatures

of the various provinces may well consider to be for the

benefit of the people and to contribute to the welfare of

the pràvince while the manufacture and- sale of oleomar

garine margarine and other like products would undoubt

A.C 377
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edly be of advantage as contributing to employment These 1948

are all matters which think to be essentially of nature REFERENCE

which it was intended to commit to the various legislatures

rather than to Parliament The growing of these crops the
SEcT1Ob5ta

production of vegetable oil from them and its use in the INDUSmY

manufacture of food are in my opinion matters of merely

local or private nature in the province and beyond the Lookej

jurisdiction of Parliament

It is further contended that the legislation may be

supported as being in relation to agriculture The same

might be said in regard to the Natural Products Marketing

Act of 1934 and think it cannot be upheld on this ground
In dealing with the same contention in The King Eastern

Terminal Elevator Company Mignault said that the

subject matter of the Act was not agriculture but product

of agriculture considered as matter of trade Here the

product dealt with is one step farther removed being

manufactured article made largely from product of

agriculture

There remains for consideration the question as to

whether the section in so far as it prohibits the importation

into Canada of these products can be supported It is

relevant to this aspect of the matter to note that by the

Customs Duties Act amendment cap 47 Statutes of 1886

s-s oleomargarine butterine and all such substi

tutes for butter were added to the list of articles the

importation of which into Canada was prohibited by the

Customsand Excise Act cap 15 Statutes of 1879 Schedule

By sec cap 33 R.S.C 1886 the prohibition wa
amended to read oleomargarine butterine or other similar

substitute for butter The articles prohibited were not in

terms restricted to those manufactured from any animal

substance other than milk as in cap 42 Statutes of 1886
sec The prohibition in so far as it dealt with substitutes

for butter was continued in this form in the CustomsTariff

Act 1894 cap 33 sec Schedule in the Customs Act

1897 and in the Revision of the Statutes cap 49 R.S.C

1906 Later there was added to the prohibition process

butter or renovated butter and it is in these terms that

it now forms part of that Act Margarine as distinct from

S.C.R 434 at 457
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1948 oleomargarine which was first mentioned in the Dairy

IcE Industry Act in 1914 is not named as prohibited article

VALIDITY OF
in the Customs Tariff Act but the wording of the prohibi

SEcTIolb5a
tion is in my opinion wide enough to cover it The

0siquestion as to the right of the Dominion to prohibit

importation was not fully argued before us On behalf of

Locke lAssociation Canadienne des Electrices it was contended

that if the restriction was enacted solely for the purpose of

encroaching upon the rights of the province in regard to

property and civil rights it was invalid The prohibition

cannot think be justified under heading of section 91

as regulation of trade and commerce in view of the

decisions of the Judicial Committee in Municipal Corpora

tion of Toronto Virgo and in Attorney-General for

Ontario Attorney-General for Canada Where how

ever the subject matter of any legislation is not within any

of the enumerated heads either of 91 or 92 it has been

said that the sole power rests with the Dominion under the

preliminary words of 91 relative to laws for the peace

order and good government of Canada Attorney-General

for Alberta Attorney-General for Canada If it be

assumed for the purpose of argument that the power to

prohibit importation of oleomargarine and margarine rests

with the Dominion this is not think decisive of the

matter since it is not that question alone which is to be

considered here but whether it can be assumed that Parlia

ment would have enacted the prohibition in section 5a
had it been aware that the prohibition of manufacturing

offering selling or having in possession for sale was beyond

its powers Reference re The Grain Futures Taxation Act

Attorney-General for Manitoba Attorney-General

for Canada 1am unable to discover in the language

of the section or in the context anything showing an inten

tion to pass such prohibition divorced from the other pro

hibitions of the section To enact such prohibition of

importation in the Dairy Industry Act apart from the other

prohibitions would it appears to me be pointless in view of

the existing prohibition in the Customs Tariff Act think

it may also be said that the prohibition of importation in

18961 A.C 88 at 9S S.C.R 317 at 323

A.C 348 at 363 A.C 561 at 568

A.C 356 at 371
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the section is merely ancillary to the main prohibitions 1948

contained in it and as they are beyond the powers of RELCE
Parliament the prohibition of importation must fall with

the rest Attorney-General for British Columbia Attor- SEcTIoN 5a
OF THE DAIRY

ney-General for Canada INDUSTEY

My answer to the question therefore is
Section 5a of The Dairy Industry Act R.S.C 1927 cap 45 is LockeJ

ultra vires the Parliament of Canada
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